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Introduction
What effects will AI or other advanced technologies have on how we fight? New technologies are
notoriously hard to incorporate into existing military operational concepts. Some change nothing,
others change everything. How to identify the holistic effects of technologies like AI or other advanced
technologies is a task is well suited to wargaming. After all, wargamers often consider the far flung
future and provide a possible universe for study. As noted by multiple authors1,2, the lack of actual
technology did not prevent study of future technologies in the InterWar period.
AI, however, may represent a significant challenge to game design. Is AI fundamentally different from
other types of technologies, in that it speaks to the very heart of what games address: decision-making?
If AI is making the decisions, what are the players contributing?
Perhaps the most challenging part of representing AI when compared to previous technological
breakthroughs may be the ability of the AI to surprise human decision makers3. While AI systems are
making decisions, they are not making human decisions. They are using different means to arrive at
answers that may differ significantly from human decisions. This ability to change the underlying
narrative of decision-making is a significant challenge that AI presents to modern game designers.

Approach
Because we find increasing need to represent artificial intelligence and emerging technologies in
wargames, this working group set out to identify and understand the challenges associated with doing
so. Our goal was to both frame the problem and describe potential solutions.
Working group participants were asked to develop methods to address advanced technologies in games.
Proposed methods included each of the following approaches.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Abstraction: Game adjudicators don’t know how a new technology will work, so +2 to all
relevant die rolls.
Simulation: Adjudicators believe that the new technology will work in a specific manner, players
may use the technology in that manner.
Player: Adjudicators ask players to define how the technology may work.
Subject matter expert: Adjudicators rely on Subject Matter Experts to define how the new
technology may work.
Mechanics: Adjudicators rely on game mechanics that abstract and channelize play (e.g. matrix
games or mechanics like chit pulls, randomization, and other board game mechanics)
Role player: Adjudicators rely on players to act as if they were the new technology, e.g., players
fill the role of an artificial intelligence.

Participants in the working group were asked to consider how each of these or other approaches may be
included in the game. To do so, participants submitted papers to a Google Drive and were involved in

1

Nofi, Albert A., "HM 18: To Train the Fleet for War: The U.S. Navy Fleet Problems, 1923-1940" (2010). Historical
Monographs. 18.
2
McCue, Brian. 2005. Wotan’s Workshop: Military Experiments Before WWII. CNA. D0013347.A1.
3
Ilachinski, Andrew. 2017. AI, Robots, and Swarms Issues, Questions, and Recommended Studies. CNA. DRM2017-U-014796-Final.
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discussion in an associated Google Group. Prior to the conference, participants collaborated to improve
each of the papers and provide feedback on topics for further study.
During a workshop held virtually at Connections 2020, three members of the working group presented
interim results to attendees for feedback. During the discussion, participants summarized three
approaches to addressing AI use in a wargame:
1. Model the AI. This method requires that the AI be represented through some process built into
the game.
2. Abstract the AI. This method addresses advanced technologies by representing them through
technology levels or a similar approach. Differences in technology levels are governed by a
specific ruleset.
3. Ignoring AI if all sides have it. During the workshop, several participants questioned if AI or other
advanced technologies should receive special treatment if all sides in a conflict have access to
those technologies.
This feedback has been incorporated into each of the submitted papers, where appropriate. Following
the conference, participants refined each of their papers and submitted a final version to the Working
Group.

High Level Takeaways
This report does not provide a full answer to the questions posed at the outset. Discussions during the
workshop as well as discussions internal to the working group highlight the challenges with representing
future technologies in wargames. However several common themes emerged:
•

•

•

Designers are creative individuals and can adapt to almost any technology or circumstance.
Using common design tropes, such as abstraction, representation, or simulation games can be
created to address almost any technology.
The key limitation is that the role of the players will change as technologies advance. One
possible path is that players will turn from active participants to passive observers in a war
fought at millisecond time scales that is over by the time humans can react. In this war the
game will be all about planning and scripting, with the side that has the best plan winning in the
seconds of overall execution.
AI will present unique challenges in that it has biases and ways of making decisions that are
decidedly “unhuman”. If this is the case designers will need to work closely with technologists
and think carefully about how they want to represent AI in their games.

In addition, the higher level take-aways we also asked participants to address the specifics of how to
represent technologies in games. In the following papers you will read about each designers approach
toward how to deal with artificial intelligence. Some took the pragmatic approach of just getting it
done, either through abstraction or the representation of AI with humans, while others have moved the
conversation forward through the use of game theoretic approaches in building adjudication tools.

Organization of this Report
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. We present each of the submitted papers as a
specific chapter. Where appropriate, comments from the discussion group and conference are added as
footnotes for further reader consideration.
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The initial chapters provide an overview of the challenges inherent in addressing specific methods for
including AI and other advanced technologies in wargames. Following this discussion, the next several
papers provide an overview of a range of methods to represent AI and other advanced technologies in
wargames. Finally, we close with a discussion of some of the mathematical considerations that may
allow us to address the challenges provided by AI.
The flow is thus from the general to the specific, from the abstract to the concrete, and from the
theoretical to the concrete.
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Speculative Games, Technology, and Necessary Fantasy:
ED McGrady, Ph.D.
If you are doing a game on AI battle management you are doing something quite speculative. Sure, big
data, machine learning, and algorithmic AI will help smooth many things for the military, but battle
management with AI has not arrived yet. So, you will be speculating. Particularly if the AI has human
level intelligence.
This got me wondering. What are speculative games? Why don’t we do more speculative games? Why
might we want to do them? And how do they relate to technology? Answering these questions is the
purpose of this paper.

What are speculative games?
In the desire to put things into categories literary theory has created a broad category of stuff called
“speculative fiction.” The Internet Speculative Fiction Database (ISFDB) defines speculative fiction as
including works of science fiction, fantasy, and horror. Speculative fiction can also include
utopian/dystopian fiction, magical realism, fantastic voyages, and ghost and gothic stories with
supernatural elements. It can also be defined as fiction that presents modes of being that are different
from the reader’s understanding of ordinary reality. Speculative fiction posits something that is outside
of the normal world experience, and asks what would happen should that occur.
It is similar to possible worlds but in the possible worlds framework the worlds are at least possible,
while in speculative fiction they are both impossible and unreal from the perspective of the reader.
Hard science fiction does not easily fall under the category of speculative fiction because it does not
require a different understanding of the world than the reader would normally have. It is the difference
between “The Martian” and “Arrival.” In both cases the books/movies are grounded in science, but
Arrival posits a situation that is beyond the current experience and comprehension of the reader. While
The Martian introduces no violation to the current understanding of the worlds of Earth and Mars. It is
not the abandonment of science – per se – but rather the introduction of something that is impossible
under our current understanding of the world. I would contend that strong AI falls into this category, as
it currently is not something that is practical to obtain in the current world of the reader/player.
This seems like a very useful concept to consider in terms of professional games. In a professional game
on “serious” subjects there is an assumption on the part of the participants that the world of the game
will conform to an expected reality. The scenario, as presented, should hold no elements that can be
questioned on the basis of present day knowledge. In other words, if a wizard suddenly appears in the
middle of a game on tank tactics, the players will be surprised, revolt, and declare the game silly. In
roughly that order. There is a dramaturgical expectation that things seen and done in the game will not
cause undo alarm when they are examined from the perspective of the broader profession. This
dramaturgical break that happens when games “go off the rails” is a key concept in this paper.

Why don’t we do more speculative games?
In sociology dramaturgical refers to your presentation of self to others, and society. You have a certain
reputation, self-image, and ego that need maintaining in your interactions with other people. Violate
that and you feel like you are displaced from your normal flow, embarrassed, and awkward.
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Dramaturgical stress is greatest in places where people engage in a more formal presentation of self,
such as in the military or work. Violating your dramaturgical expectations can create discomfort, make
you defensive, and cause you to act against whatever it is that has challenged your self-image.
Something that is more frequent than wizards in Naval games are tropical storms. Tropical storms occur
with predictable frequency during certain times of the year and have reasonably predictable tracks.
Naval forces could encounter them. Nothing could be less speculative.
However, inserting them into a game is fraught as they are the product of game control, and they may
significantly affect operations. If the game’s goal is to conclude something about an operation, the
presence of a major typhoon may only show that if a typhoon shows up, the operation won’t go well.
Unless the goal of the game is adapting to typhoons, both control and the players will have a hard time
explaining to those outside the game why a typhoon was included as part of play. Players will likely see
the typhoon as both a distraction and an unfair manipulation of the game by control (again, unless it’s a
game on typhoons).
Now typhoons are a pretty standard part of the world we live in, and just because they are upsetting to
players does not mean they are speculative. But we can ask why they will upset the players, and in
answering that question we bring in the world of the speculative.
If you look at the definition of speculative, which refers to something that is “outside of the normal
world experience” you can see where the cognitive dissonance created by something like a typhoon can
come from. It is part of the players’ real-world experience, but it is also outside of the professional
expectations of the players. The game is perceived by the players as speculative, since typhoons are
uncommon to deal with in a professional wargaming setting.
By professional expectations I mean that players arrive at the game with a certain set of self-consistent
notions that what they will be doing is of some immediate utility. And that the results of the game can
be applied in the organizational and professional world within which they exist. So, the game can be
very consistent with the real world (typhoon) but cognitively inconsistent with the dramaturgical world
within which they live their professional lives.
Likewise, the game can be inconsistent with the real world, and also inconsistent with the world of the
players. The fact that even consistent events can produce a reaction suggests that this may be a major
issue for creating speculative games.
This dissonance within players (and observers, sponsors, fellow designers, and just about anyone else
with a professional connection to the game) drives a lot of the discussion that we see surrounding the
“accuracy” or applicability of games. I also believe it is the basis for a desire for analytical rigor in
games: the idea that games should be as professional as possible in order to bolster the exterior image
of designers, players, and sponsors. Games as stories told by control and the players is insufficient to
answer the question of: “why play games?” Games as stories also violates the dramaturgical
perspective of the profession, as professionals don’t make things up but instead use their expertise to
figure things out.
This dramaturgical dissonance may also be the place where “don’t fight the scenario” comes from. It is
so common as to be universal. It is worth asking why it happens with such regularity across all forms of
games, almost independently of scenario or mechanics. At a superficial level the fighting happens
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because the scenario is not “realistic” or does not match the players expectations of how things work in
the real world.
But perhaps a deeper reason people “fight the scenario” is that even realistic scenarios, such as our
typhoon example, often violate dramaturgical norms of expected content. The game does not live up
to the image that the players have of themselves. Their image is one of serious professionals and
anything that breaks their conceit risks challenging their legitimacy as professionals in fundamental
ways.
The real world is a very complex place, and strange scenarios happen with more frequency than
“expected” ones. In the real-world allies become aggressive, enemies become friends, and things can go
out of the trajectory of what is expected pretty quickly. Intelligence often misses critical clues,
commanders misunderstand orders, and troops do things that they are not supposed to. If anything,
our scenarios are too orderly and expected, not less. But the dramaturgical expectation of everyone
involved in the game, not just the players, pushes us back away from speculation and into a “normal”
world of expected actions and circumstances.
An example of a game which violated all kinds of dramaturgical expectations for the military occurred as
I was writing this paper. Apparently, JLASS-SP has a bit of a reputation for using different scenarios for
its games. However, the one in question now is the use of a disaffected “Gen-Z” fomenting civil unrest
and disruption within the US. They also used bitcoin, which became a thing.
There are two notes worth making about the JLASS-SP scenarios and their design. The first is that the
professional aura of the military can make game actions more interesting than they otherwise would be.
This is a transfer of the image of the military to the scenario, and the reaction to any incongruities, or
similarities, with the real world. The second is that this exchange makes it more difficult to examine
speculative scenarios. The reaction from those outside of the game will range from “this is just science
fiction” to “the military is preparing for something that is either weird, or wrong.”
Games are not played against the background or in the context of the real world. They are played
within the built social, political and organizational systems that charter and participate in the games.
Players are drawn from this milieu as they are professionals in the field, which implies that they work in
the area being gamed. They thus bring both their personal, professional, self-image and social
presentation along with the desired social presentation of their organizations.
In possible world theory this represents the privileged world of the real being compared to the set of all
other possible worlds in relation to the real world. The relationships between the possible worlds and
the real world encode how the players react to the various possible worlds. Some are acceptable, and
others have signifiers and assumptions that violate whatever rules the players and their social context
set as invalid. In other words, if there is a wide spectrum of possible worlds some people will find some
of those worlds to be less believable than others because of their social and internal assumptions about
truth, validity, and self.
This produces a conflict in the players when they confront something that deviates from the accepted
image and social presentation they are accustomed to. This rejection of the game also occurs for
analysis. When analytic results, especially non-quantitative analytical results, fail to meet the social
expectations of those viewing them they can push back strongly. This is both because there is no
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mathematical/factual way in which to “prove” the results, and also because of the social system that is
being threatened. Perhaps objective analytic and game results can be created, but once they attempt
to influence the social and organizational system against its desired direction, they can face reinterpretation and denial.
This opprobrium for non-standard results is a pressure that pushes back against speculation in games. It
can keep us from examining scenarios, concepts, and technologies that are different from what we
normally expect.
In other words, players expect things to be pretty normal in game scenarios, and professional players
get concerned when normality is deviated from. Hence my desire to call games that we normally do
“non-speculative” games. But what about the other type of game – the speculative game?

Why should we run speculative games?
If speculative games are likely to cause such difficulty with players (and others) then why bother running
them?
Because the logic underlying real life is a form of speculative fiction. Speculative games help us
understand how the future will evolve by building coherent and self-consistent narratives about that
future. If something changes, such as the invention of small, high capacity, batteries then there we can
either sit around and literally speculate about the outcomes, or we can introduce interaction and
movement into the speculation through the mechanics of a game.
It turns out that the speculation is not the key element to the value of speculative games, it’s the game
part. By moving the idea that is projected in the speculation across time, across player actions, and
between players and their actions we can identify aspects of the future that we would not have thought
of otherwise. And, as one of the players in the game, the game designer/controller is also a participant
in that movement of the speculation from a static object of consideration to a dynamic, interactive,
subject of the game.
This subject/object divide I believe is a fundamental one in how we perceive the world. Within the
confines of the Department of Defense, and other similar professional, serious, organizations the
tendency is to always seek to make everything into an object. The existentialist term for this is
reification, or the making of a subject into an object.
The reason for this is that objects can be cataloged, organized, and constrained into predictable ways.
This makes the application of rational methods such as operations analysis or systems analysis possible.
However, people generally do not fit well into the object category. They do unexpected things, they
have feelings and beliefs that are often unguided by facts, and they generally cause mayhem.
Games allow for that subjective input into considerations about the future. They allow for speculation
whereas many other forms of analysis and modeling require prescription or definition prior to their
application. Games only require players to react to the circumstances.
Games therefore have an advantage when the topic is speculative scenarios, because games have room
for the kinds of mental operations involved in dealing with the unknown, unknowable, or unrecognized.
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So how does all this relate to technology?
After all it’s not the fate of humanity we are concerned with, rather the fate of systems and machines,
especially military systems and machines. How will the evolution of artificial intelligence, quantum
computing, energy, or hypersonics affect our military mission? How do we build speculative games on
technology?
There are a couple of approaches to this problem, here I take the theoretical one while in a companion
paper I discuss the practical approach.
Speculation on technology has both a social and a technical dimension. Dealing with the physics of the
problem is actually the easiest part of projecting technology forward in time. The underlying changes
that will occur in society are the most difficult. This is closely followed by the changes in military
operations, both our own and the adversaries, that will occur.
Logically a wargame is a great way to assess the impact of the technology on US and adversary tactics,
techniques, and procedures (TTP). That will most likely be the objective for the game. If, instead, the
game attempts to discover whether the technology will somehow favor one side, that impossible task is
best kicked back to the modelers. Instead games can show how technology will impact the competition
between sides, how units and forces are organized, or what will become more or less important because
of the change.
This leaves the larger, social, impacts as the part of the scenario that is speculative. And this can be
difficult because of the network of interconnections that exist within society. Dropping in a new
technology, like driverless cars, can have widespread impacts economically, socially, politically, and
organizationally. Let’s just take driverless cars: they will not only impact us economically with a
combination of displacement and increased efficiency, they may also change living patterns which could
affect everything from base support infrastructure to the availability of new recruits for the military.
Continuing with just self-driving cars, they will have a clear implication for the battlefield. Make them
cheap enough and suddenly everyone has a suicide vehicle, or an automated tankette. They will
decisively reduce the number of Army and Marine Corps personnel required to drive, at minimum by
replacing drivers for trucks. This, in turn, will decrease overall firepower, because truck drivers are also
riflemen in a pinch. But automation of logistics will also have impacts ashore, with bases requiring far
fewer personnel to manage logistics inventories and distribution. Logistics will also become more
vulnerable, as cyber-attacks against self-driving civilian systems will create potential vulnerabilities for
items that depend on delivery from the local economy.
Social environments also have operational impacts. Changes with self-driving cars may carry over into
the battlespace. What does a refugee caravan of self-driving vehicles look like? Will the mass
movement to cities and the creation of supersized urban areas change as autonomous vehicles allow
access and commuting in virtually every economy? Whatever happens, life won’t be the same, and the
battlespace will change both at home and on the battlefield.
Creating such a backstory for the game is the challenge for designing speculative games. There are
several ways to do this, from doing scenario planning exercises before the game to working like a fiction
author during scenario development. But, ultimately, once all of the data is collected and sifted it will
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be up to the designer to write the backstory and scenario materials that sets the players within the
context of the speculative.
The challenge is to construct this backstory in such a way that it challenges the players and does not
leave any assumptions unexplored, but also does not give the players the idea that the enterprise is not
serious and professional. A solution to this that I have found is to hammer the players with detail. The
more detailed and specific you can make the scenario, and the more consistent with how people
behave, the more likely they are to accept it.
For example, while everything may change in the future, the one constant will be that there will be
paperwork and bureaucracy involved in almost anything we do. In fact, in a world with high
interconnectedness (think 5G internet of things (IOT) – that mythical future of wonders) the ability to
surveil may increase and thus the overall paperwork load may also increase for approvals, authorities,
and permissions. This is so consistent with progress that it will immediately create an environment of
belief for players.
Unfortunately, it’s not possible to provide a design prescription for these sorts of scenario and game
constructs. It will depend both on the circumstances and the creativity and insight of the designer.
Perhaps the ultimate answer is that game designers need a little bit of the fiction author in them in
order to successfully pull off a speculative game.

Any answers?
And so, we come full circle. In the beginning of this essay I said the speculative games were not favored
in professional circles because of the dramaturgical implications for both the organization and the
players. As we cross the various singularities in technology; we also meet both dramaturgical and
practical limitations in our ability to include social variables in games. It can be difficult to think of things
that no one has thought of, or predicted, previously. But if we are going to do it game design holds out
probably the best hope for success. Because it’s not only the game play that provides both
understanding and increases discovery, it’s also the design process.
In designing speculative games, we are not just writing fantasy. We are not creating a world from whole
cloth, at least not in my assumption here. Instead we are looking at how changes to the technology (or
other) variables will affect the broader social context within which the game occurs. We know what will
happen with the variables we are changing, and the game is about how the players adapt to those
changes for the systems and activities that are the focus of the game. Instead it’s the context of the
game that needs designing. This can be quite the challenge because it requires an understanding of the
interconnected, and often perverse, linkages within society.
This is a new role for the game designer: fiction author. In the same sense that a fiction author
suspends disbelief as they project from a known set of facts into the unknown, the game designer has to
project from our present world into the future in order to build the social and organizational context for
the speculative game.
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Building Speculative Games:
ED McGrady, Ph.D.
In a separate paper I defined speculative games as:
●
●
●

Incorporating a world that is not a simple extrapolation of our current one.
Having a narrative that often challenges the world view of the players
Goes beyond what is easily conceived using our current understanding, including our
understanding of science

Building speculative games requires we go out of the comfortable surroundings we are accustomed to.
They also require that we take the players with us. How do we do this? I want to discuss some of the
techniques we have that can help in building speculative games. My emphasis will be on building games
around the question of artificial intelligence (AI), since that is the topic of this Connections conference.

Technology and scenarios
Technology is a great thing, but, as you may have noticed, it often does not work in ways that are either
predictable or consistent. It is also hard to predict what tech will look like in the future, and even more
importantly, what it will be used for. Technology also reacts with scenarios in unpredictable ways.4
These are challenges we see all the time in games. Procurement or force planning games want to
understand how competitive operations will work in the near to far future (five to ten years out, beyond
the FYDP).5 Beyond the FYDP you have some small chance of changing things on the margin if you buy
different stuff. But most of what you have is legacy equipment and systems that are not going away for
a very long time. Unless you scrap them and spend a bunch of money. On something speculative.
Which brings us to our first type of speculative technology game: those that challenge conventional
equities. Decommissioning all your F-35s in favor of dirigibles would be an example of a course of action
so strange, so discombobulating to the existing frameworks, that it would violate the professional worldconcept of just about everyone involved. And if the game actually showed a benefit from doing this, it
would need to be immediately discarded.
I call these technologies disruptive technologies. As they disrupt one sector of society (the military) but
more or less leave everything else alone. They are the ones most frequently considered when playing
force-on-force games because they are easily integrated into the game. “Hey, let’s put in some
dirigibles instead of a squadron of F-35’s (say 100 dirigibles instead of 12 F-35s) and see what happens.”
Unmanned systems often get inserted this way. Players have to change their plans and operations, but
only a little bit.
Games that really challenge equities are not common because no one wants to really look at worlds that
are that completely dissimilar from the one we currently exist in. A game that examined such a world
would be speculative because its underlying scenario violated the expected world of both the players
4

Technology being what you use and scenarios being what you do.
Future years defense plan. This generally refers to a 5-8 year period where force structure is programmed and
predictable.
5
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and the observers. And it would be a lot of work figuring out how, exactly, the procurement system
would actually accomplish something so radical.
Transformative technologies are ones that not only change the way the military fights, but change the
overall context for military action. The networked computing revolution not only changed the way we
do command and control, planning, fighting (cyber), and intelligence collecting but also the way society
at large lives and works. The information revolution changed the underlying social and economic
makeup in ways that were highly non-linear, and very disruptive to traditional ways of being.
Transformative technologies are not only disruptive to other systems the military may be using, but also
the overall structure of the force, the way the force is employed, and the kind of missions it needs to do.
Think about cyber. Cyber operations transformed not only offense and defense, but required another
COCOM, married intelligence and operations in ways that hadn’t been done before, and, through social
change, created an entirely new playing field for conflict. That was some pretty transformative change.
As we will see with scenarios, this integration between the social and military in transformative
technologies, or scenarios, is what gives game designers the challenge. For disruptive technologies the
burden is to the dramaturgical view of the players coming into the game. As designers we know how to
accommodate dirigibles.6 But we are still challenged to incorporate cyber into our games, and that is
not even a speculative technology. It exists. With transformative technologies the designer has to not
only work the military problem, but also the broader problem of how the technologies have
transformed society. Suddenly the problem is one of writing a science fiction scenario, as opposed to
just building a different model.
Transformative technologies can be listed, but not defined very well and their consequences are hard to
detail. Examples include:
●
●
●
●
●

Human level or beyond AI
Cheap fusion power (or other sources of cheap power)
High capacity, small footprint, batteries (think of a tank of gas in a couple of AA batteries)
Anything with neutrinos
Manipulation of one of the forces other than the electro-magnetic (strong, weak, Higgs Field,
gravity)
● Cheap and easy biological and chemical synthesis/manipulation
● Anything with the prefix “nano.”
Scenarios can also be speculative and challenge everyone’s assumptions.
Disruptive scenarios are ones we could put on but can’t for one reason or another.
For example, what is a more likely scenario right now: a civil war within the US with military units
fighting each other along with Chinese and Russian intervention, or war with Russia in Europe?7 But we
would never, ever, man, equip, train, or plan for such a scenario as that is too far outside of the
professional concept of what the future should look like to be considered. We would not even consider
6

As an aside if anyone knows how to adjudicate the deployment of 100 dirigibles, in real time, during the middle
of battle, without abstracting them or using computer simulations, let me know.
7
As of 4 June 2020, the former is far more plausible. You never get the war you plan for.
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/06/james-mattis-denounces-trump-protestsmilitarization/612640/
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it for political and constitutional reasons. Civil war, war with France, or a major gray zone operation in
Africa where US, Russian, and Chinese forces are all involved could, theoretically, happen however they
are considered implausible by the social strictures of the current planning environment.8
There have been efforts within the military to broaden the scope of planning scenarios. For example,
involving science fiction authors.9 And in writing competitions involving fictional future battlefields.10
But we don’t have to go to science fiction to develop scenarios that will challenge assumptions about
future missions. Like operations in the arctic. Or operations that involve providing disaster relief
domestically. I will be quite surprised if you can sell a military command, other than NORTHCOM, on a
major game on the arctic, or on hospital ships. It’s not that the scenarios are even implausible, in some
cases they happen, it’s that they will likely not want the missions.
Scenario plausibility is shaped both by professional expectations, as well as the practical limitations of
the services. You can’t do anything crazy, because that would be crazy, and we are not crazy. And you
can’t do anything that calls into question conventional wisdom or policy because that can create mission
sets and requirements that are undesirable. Unless you call it “futures” and do it mainly for public
relations.
Transformative scenarios are ones we have not thought of - but should. They are not linear
extrapolations of our current situation (lets go fight in the arctic) but truly disruptive to how we think
about conflict. In addition to cyber the other obvious one is gray -zone or internet-based
information/social conflict. Prior to its use in Ukraine we had understood the various elements of gray
zone conflict, but never had they been brought together by a nation state and orchestrated in such a
way that was so disruptive.
Transformative scenarios can be linked to technology, but they do not have to be. The decline and
elimination of the US as a great power on the world stage is a transformative scenario. But one that is
independent of technology. A scenario where a handful of corporations so dominate day-to-day life
that they become de-facto world powers is also transformative but independent of technology. Unlike
transformative technologies these scenarios can be hard to list. Cataloging them according to changes
in common variables like DIME/PMESII is too general to capture the radicalized assumptions inherent in
them. But highly specific scenarios can be elusive without considerable thought and planning (just ask a
science fiction author). This is where the introduction of actual writers of actual speculative fiction can
contribute to the overall planning process. Assuming you can get buy in for them for someone to take
the (dramaturgical and practical) risk of sponsoring it.

Technologies
Transformative technologies require us to assign model values within the game to technologies that
either do not exist, are not well understood, or are not even defined. Commercially there have been

8

It is not only the nature of the problem: US civil war for example, but also the reaction to it that creates a
speculative scenario. While civil war is possible, the reaction of both organizational and player incredulousness
will place it as not consistent with the overall world views of the players.
9
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2016/02/14/top-marine-looks-to-science-fiction-to-prepare-corps-forfuture.html
10
https://www.mcwl.marines.mil/divisions/futures-assessment/
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several different ways to handle this: abstraction, tech levels, or through game mechanics. I will also
add one that I have used in professional games: levelling.
●

●

●

●

Abstraction is a common way of punting on transformative technologies in games. Starsoldier is
one example. Taking their primary design consideration to be separation and range on the
battlefield, the designers simply assigned combat values to things like long-range, hand-held
lasers, power suits, and nuclear grenades.11 These could then be used like any other combat
values to calculate ratios or differences and roll up results.
Tech levels are another way to represent different levels of technology.12 You don’t know what
a computer will look like in 2300, but if you pin a tech level 1 to today’s computer, assume
exponential growth with major changes (doubles) every 5 years, then you will say that by 2300 a
tech level 15 computer will be 2E17 times more powerful and above human intelligence (the
human brain has 8.5E10 neurons).13 You can then begin filling things in from there.
Levelling. By “levelling” I mean assuming that all of the combatants have more or less the same
technology as time moves on. This is a different form of abstraction but one that can be
particularly useful if technology is not the focus of a game that spans a long time.
Mechanics in the game can also be used to represent technology effects. Changing victory
conditions, rearranging resources, changing play order, and other techniques can be used in
board or euro games to represent the transformative nature of technology.

These commercial techniques are primarily designed to work with generalized game concepts where the
specific details do not have life or death (or budgetary) impact. Abstraction and tech levels aggregate
the detailed performance of the systems into the overall combat capability of units. Using these
constructs units that have AI augmented jamming capability would be able to better manage the
electro-magnetic spectrum for the weapon and thus have a +1 on the effects of jamming, deception,
and EM countermeasures. The +1 represents an assessment of how effective the AI augmentation will
be relative to all other combat values, and the combat system methods, used in the game. It can be
calculated, but often the calculations are also interpreted and adjusted in order to give the right play
value for the system.
Tech levels systematize the abstraction in a way that lets you compare groups, civilizations, or planets
that are on different timelines. We do this already with the characterization of 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th
generation aircraft.14 Aircraft generations are defined not by year but the type of technology involved in
the aircraft. However, they give us a great shorthand for quick determination of outcomes. A 5th
generation aircraft going against a 3rd (pilot competence being equal) will have a pretty well-defined
outcome. But this classification system begins to break down when we start extrapolating it into the
future. What, exactly, would be the criteria for a 7th generation aircraft? Could multiple designs and
technologies all meet the criteria. Low-cost has been proposed as one hallmark of 6th generation
aircraft, which is outside of the current technology-based classification scheme.
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SPI Starsoldier
Original Traveller
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Azevedo FA, Carvalho LR, Grinberg LT, et al. Equal numbers of neuronal and nonneuronal cells make the human
brain an isometrically scaled-up primate brain. J Comp Neurol. 2009;513(5):532‐541. doi:10.1002/cne.21974
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Levelling can also incorporate abstraction as we move technology through time. We can control the
acquisition or reach of technology levels. In some games we can simply assume that whenever a tech
level is reached everyone will have access to it. The invention of something like the integrated circuit
will be more or less commonly available to all competing powers within the time frame of the game. It
does not take into account differing levels of experience, or knowledge, regarding the technology.
Instead what matters is the production capacity of the country. Less capable countries will have lower
GDPs, allowing them to build fewer of whatever the gizmo is, but the gizmos themselves will not be
significantly different. As time goes on everyone “levels up” at roughly the same rate. This ignores
temporary differences in technology, but that will be a design trade-off in the game design.
In this abstraction the nations all have access to the same technology and thus their armies and navies
have relatively similar effectiveness even though in one decade they may be using F-35s while the next
one they are flying giant dirigibles. One thing to watch out for here is the rather weird cost/capability
ratio that occurs for inflating costs and capabilities of weapon systems. A P-38 is far less costly in 2030
dollars than a F-35, but the F-35 is far more capable. Inflation has to be applied carefully to weapon
systems over long periods of time.
These are all ways to deal with advanced technology through traditional commercial game mechanics.
How do we do it with professional games? The first problem you need to address is the beliefs and
assumptions ingrained in the players.15 You have to create acceptance amongst the players that
whatever you are doing with the technology is fair and accurate.16 To do this we can use several basic
engineering techniques:
●
●

●

●

Extrapolation. Here you take existing technologies and move them forward in time, taking into
account all of the various implications for the military and civilian environment.
Interpolation. This is a trickier problem, but similar to what I did above for the 2300 computer
system. I defined a series of endpoints for a moving technology target, then I can interpolate
the differences between the end and beginning depending on the type of progress curve I
assume (linear, exponential, etc.).
Imagineering. This is a bit different than the Disney imagineers,17 here I’m talking about doing
the imaginary engineering on the system to understand how it might work. Fans do this all the
time for the various universes in Star Trek, Star Wars, and the Honorverse.18 This generally
relies on some construction based on current science, with one or two assumptions added that
change everything.
Effects-based. Here we don’t care about how something gets done, only that an effect happens.
This relieves us of the burden of understanding exactly what the technology can do, and instead
focus on the effects it has. Note that these effects can change processes, organizations,
relationships, and social structures in addition to giving us new and creative ways of blowing
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We discuss this in detail in our companion paper.
In game design I say that what players really want (and everyone else should want) is that the games be “fair
and accurate.” Fairness is different than play-balance, it means that you are not somehow stacking the dice
against the decisions the players can make. And accuracy is not precision – you can be in the ballpark of being
right without knowing the exact answer. Approximately accurate is good enough for most games.
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Sternbach, R. and M. Okuda. Start Trek Next Generation Technical Manual. Pocket: 1991. Lasbury, M. The
Realization of Star Trek Technologies. Springer: 2017. Johnson, P. The Physics of Star Wars. Adams Media: 2017.
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stuff up. This format is generally unsatisfying if the focus of the game is on new or speculative
technology, the game focuses on what the players want to achieve, not how they are achieving
it.
All of these methods, except effects-based, rely on some understanding of the basics of the technology
involved. Like those who build explanations of the physics of Star Trek we have to ground ourselves
with a foundation of everyday engineering and physics. Then we have to add or subtract the elements
that are important to us.
Let’s take a 7th generation fighter aircraft as an example. First, when should we reach the 7th generation
in aircraft? That will tell us when to expect the IOC,19 and thus how many will likely be in inventory on
the year where our game is set. Looking at the data suggests that generations change roughly every 520 years with it getting longer in recent years.20 The 5th generation started in 2000 so the 6th generation
should occur sometime between 2010 and 2020 with it looking more like 2030-40 given what we have
now. This puts the 7th generation sometime around 2040-2050. Speculative indeed.
Next, we have to speculate what a 7th generation fighter will look like. A good starting point would be
the current speculation of what a 6th generation fighter will look like.21 Reading around a bit suggests
that a 6th generation fighter will be stealthy but that may not matter too much. Instead, active
measures such as jamming will be needed, and missile ranges will get longer. The only thing that is
never mentioned is probably the most important one: how big the gas tank will be.22 Missions never
seem to get shorter so a long-range aircraft would be number one on my wish list but probably unlikely
to happen given how much sense it makes. Longer-range weapons are also expected, but this requires
longer range (or integrated offboard) sensors as well as simply a bigger missile for a bigger load of
propellent (which gives us a bigger airframe which means we may get the gas after all but then burn it
trying to stay aloft).
So, ranges are getting longer, signatures are getting more environmentally adaptive, sensors are
integrated, and eventually everyone will figure out what they really need is gas.
Given this rather confusing data set I’d give 7th generation adaptive sensors and jammers, AI augmented
(or replaced) mission controls, the ability to manage the electromagnetic spectrum around the aircraft,
to include integration of communications, sensors, and emissions into one centrally managed package.
This would be partially accomplished with 6th generation but with 7th I’d see not only dynamic
management of radar returns and frequency but also adaptive management of all waveform signatures
coming out of the aircraft from IR/visible to high microwave. Perhaps even longwave would be included
in 7th. How exactly we do this is speculative, the science may exist today to do it but the technology
may not.
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IOC = Initial Operational Capability (i.e. when it’s actually capable of being used in combat).
I’m basing my “data” on the aerospaceweb article, of course you could choose differently. “Generations” of
aircraft may, or may not, be a marketing tool constructed by the defense industry. If that is the case then we will
arrive at the 7th generation when they need to sell the fighter after next.
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I’d also include the ability to integrate with a wide range of offboard sensors and systems, including
ones fired from the aircraft (missiles) as well as drones or “wingmen” controlled from the aircraft. Firing
a “recon missile” whose purpose is to scout the battlespace would be a possibility. Flight controls and
battle management would be highly automated. For 6th the AI would help rather than replace the
aircrew, while with 7th you’d have a variety of options from augmented aircrew to total remote fly/fight.
And I’d give it a big gas tank, since I don’t care as much about stealth because I’m using adaptive
waveform management to conceal the aircraft. And I need room for all those long-range missiles.
You can also posit that diversity will become important as we move away from manned platforms.
There may be several versions of the 7th generation aircraft ranging from smaller, drone-like, versions to
large F-15/F-14 size platforms. All would use the same avionics, just the payload and gas tank would
differ. Large aircraft, perhaps similar to existing AWACs (only without the radome and better
protection) control tens to hundreds of smaller aircraft that can deliver a variety of long and short-range
weapons to their targets. The swarm of smaller aircraft also dominate the EM battlespace by each one
being both a transmitter and receiver. These aircraft, in turn, can launch scouting missiles to see even
farther into the battlespace. A single aircraft is now replaced with a network of aircraft each costing less
but capable of both ISR and weapons delivery.
This is essentially a migration from working with the XQ-5823 to one where the XQ-58 and a variety of
other size unmanned aircraft replaces the manned aircraft.24
The previous case was an example of extrapolation (figuring out the IOC), combined with interpolation
(XQ-58 and swarms) with no small amount of imagineering (all the EMMW gibberish).
Moving on to an effects-based case means now I don’t care how a 7th generation fighter works, I only
care that it can beat anything of a lesser generation. Effects-based constructions free me up from
having to specify exactly how something works, only contending that it works. This is a good solution for
games where you are mostly concerned about the general flow of combat and not particular operational
or tactical plays that could cause weapon systems to interact. I can just draw a blob on the counter and
say it kills anything of a lesser generation.
Even tactical games can use this technique. For example, if you have a fancy new 7th generation aircraft
you can simply say that it is invisible to standard detection and thus everyone is limited to close-range or
special, 7th gen, waveform emitters/receivers. This will have significant effects on air defense
capabilities that rely on radar, and allow pretty much free roam of the battlespace by this awesome
aircraft. If that is what you intend, then its fine just to stipulate capabilities and move on. This happens
most frequently for weapons systems such as ballistic and hypersonic missiles. You can stipulate a Pk
for defensive systems against these missiles and just move on without having to argue or research
exactly why those systems behave the way they do.
So, you have several options that depend on the objectives of the game design. One thing you cannot
do is have the assumptions you make about the technology – whether they are based on a bunch of
techno-babble or simply stipulated – run through the game and come out the other end as results. You
23
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have to remember that you decided the awesome 7th gen fighter can kill everything and range freely
about the battlespace. If the goal is to see if that helps, well, you probably don’t need a game unless
you have too much money. If the goal is to understand if you will win in that future – you still probably
don’t need a game. If the goal is to see how that interacts with friendly and enemy systems and
assumptions, then you may come up with a sensible result from the game.

Scenarios
Speculative scenarios are not just adapting science fiction methods to games. They fall into several
different categories:
●

●

●

●

Science forward. In this case we take current science, roll it forward, and see what effect it has
on society, combat, and outcomes. These games have their assumptions rooted in current
scholarship about politics, society, economics, engineering, and science.
Futures games. Unlike science fiction games where the emphasis is on the technology, futures
games incorporates all of the PMESII elements into an extrapolation of where society will be in
the “far” future. Far is generally assumed to be beyond 20 years, though outside the FYDP and
the ubiquitous “2035” have stuck in much of DoD planning for the past many years as “the
future.”
Fantasy. In some cases, we don’t want to play with reality and so we include things that are so
abstracted from reality that the game becomes a fantasy. A real-world example of this are the
zombie scenarios sometimes used for disaster planning by the military.25
Singularity. There is “the” singularity, where AI exceeds human level cognition,26 and then there
are all the other singularities. In my definition these are scenario events beyond which we
seldom, if ever, proceed in games. This is because prediction of the impact of the event in
PMESII27 terms is difficult.

In the case of both science forward and futures games we need to understand what the objective of the
game is in order to successfully speculate about the future. If the goal is to better understand what that
future may be like, then we will need to hew as closely to current data sets as we possibly can. We will
also need to have at least logical, if not rigorous, methods for extrapolation. Normal games tend toward
linear extrapolation in these sorts of games, while speculative games would tend more toward nonlinear extrapolation.
For example, let’s take a game looking at climate effects on security over the next 50 years. A linear
extrapolation would begin by examining economic growth projections and rates for various countries.
This would allow us to project the emissions environment into the future, which, in turn would give us
information about warming, changes, and potential stressors on existing governments and social
systems. A speculative game might begin with a non-linear assumption that economics would be
affected by significant social changes (see, for example, the current COVID-19 pandemic shelter-in-place
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orders) and thus start with a scenario that posited significant social changes would be occurring during
this time frame.
Changes in liberal democratic governments and increased great power competition would significantly
disrupt economic activity. The potential for kinetic or non-kinetic conflicts would also potentially affect
activity and emissions over both the short and long-term. A scenario positing economic retrenchment,
the rise of repressive regimes, and the closure of borders to trade would result in a very different
security and emission situation than simply holding current social orders and nation states constant and
varying economic activity. It would also take a lot more socializing, and require that the speculative
scenario work with sponsor objectives.
One way that I have found profitable to deal with the potential diversity in scenarios (retrenchment,
advancement, failure, conflict) is through the Shell Scenario Planning Methodology.28 By considering
what the primary driving variables are, how they might change, and how they will interact with those
changes, can give you an estimate of the range of possible scenarios that you might examine. For those
who have the luxury of playing multiple games, they can also give you scenarios for those games.
Fantasy games just chuck any respect for normalcy overboard and get on with whatever scenario they
want. For these games to have any real-world impact they have to be about the process and concepts
not the details, physics, or scenario. For example, a zombie scenario can be used to see if plans,
processes, and personnel can adapt to an unusual or unexpected situation, but they will not be
predictive of how well the plans actually address real-world problems as zombies are not analogs for any
real-world situation (including disease, even agents that cause aggressive behavior).29
Finally, we come to the scenario that kicked off my thinking about this topic: the singularity scenario.
How do we game past technological, social, or kinetic effects that simply change the rules of the
game?30 My contention is that we should be able to do this, even if it is uncomfortable and difficult.
One way to address singular events is simply working through them the way a science fiction author
would. What are the key drivers for society, the military, or whatever our subject is now, and how will
those drivers be changed with the introduction of the singularity?

I would argue that we are living through one such singularity: the implementation of widespread
computing and networking. This has had significant effects on society, equivalent to the last major
singularity, mass communications and travel that started with the telegraph and railroads. Thirty years
ago, you could have predicted small, handheld communications devices, but you would have had a
much harder time predicting what that capability has brought to society.31
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With the implementation of machine intelligence, we have another possible singularity. This time the
singularity comes in two flavors: the smaller one where AI and robotics augment human capabilities and
the big one where AI and robotics replace human capabilities. Both will create social changes that we
cannot readily imagine outside of simply speculating. But that is what speculative games are for:
examining situations where the change is so massive that we have a hard time predicting behaviors but
we need to understand them so that our planning for the future can be better informed. We can use
games to understand how we would want things to go, and what variables might influence that
trajectory so that we can start nudging them in that direction.
There are two fundamental approaches to designing these sorts of professional games: use existing
plans, processes, organizations, and procedure and see what happens, or let the game somehow adapt
these elements to the new reality. The first case is comparatively easy. You hand players who are
already familiar with how operations are accomplished the scenario and let them have at it. The main
difference is the new technology, not much else has changed. Unfortunately, this seems to be the
baseline underpinning to a lot of the force-on-force games that we play. Instead of asking how an AI
augmented officer would think about their career in the military, or how society would want the military
to fight, we simply increase decision cycle speeds and reduce the number of officers on the staff. We
do even less with the adaption of these technologies by our adversaries. The attractiveness of a fully
automated, augmented, office corps may outweigh the cost or ethics for many repressive or totalitarian
regimes.
How we transition over these singularities has to do with both our assumptions about the scenario and
the technology.
From a scenario perspective we can take the approach of a science fiction author and start asking
questions of the people in our simulated world. Ok, so here’s the technology, what are you going to do
with it? How is it going to affect your day? Given your goals and motivations what will the technology
turn into? How does the society that will be constructed in relationship with the singular technology
affect how that technology is employed?
These are important questions and should not be dismissed simply because they are non-kinetic. Just
now in America the ubiquity and ease of using smartphones has the potential to transform the way
police operate. We have not seen a conflict like Vietnam, or a major powers war, where smartphones
and social media have been operative. It may change the character of how operations occur, at least for
US forces.
The answers to these and similar questions will give you the ability to structure the background and plot
for your scenario in ways that are consistent with how people actually behave. They will also give you
an important factor in singular technology: the constraints and limitations that come with it. AI will not
likely emerge as an option for weapon systems without also transforming the rest of culture and society.
These transformations may place limitations, constraints, and requirements on military forces that were
previously unknown. Without incorporating them into your game you are essentially modeling the
wrong reality for your kinetic systems.

Gaming artificial intelligence
We have discussed several ways we can model future technologies in games, from extrapolation and
interpolation to effects. However, for something that is truly singular like AI it is much harder to
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extrapolate over the singularity (small “s”). There are, of course, predictable issues with AI such as
algorithmic mis-assumptions or blind spots (i.e. the AI is identifying the background to tell if it’s a Husky
(snow) vice actually recognizing the dog in a photograph). It is also likely that if you had access to an AI’s
algorithms through observation of theft you could design actions that would work against the internal
logic (i.e. it assumes that you will go straight after turning, but turning again confuses it).
From a practical perspective AI introduce a new type of error into games. Let’s say that human mistakes
based on a complete awareness of the situation (open, rigid-kriegsspiel) are category 1 errors. Those
are errors of pure gameplay strategy and tactics. Then a category 2 error is when you don’t have full
information and you make a mistake based on your assumptions about what is going on. The most
common form of this are closed games, whether rigid or free. But we can also have situations like in
Diplomacy or Secret Hitler where deception or missing information occurs for other reasons. Not
knowing your opponent’s hand in cards is probably the most common example of a category 2 mistake.
You could probably subdivide these two cases to generate more types of errors but for games mistakes
will either be based on correct information, and thus be fully the players fault, or on incorrect
information and be at least partially the product of the game system.
AI introduces a third type of error into the game, one where the AI algorithm is mistaken. Now for
weapon systems this may simply be characterized by a change in the Pk number for the system, but for
games where the AI is more than a super-intelligent bomb32 then simply representing artificial
intelligence with a human player won’t quite work.
With artificial intelligence in games there are several factors that prevent a one-to-one equation of AI
with human intelligence in games:
●

●
●

●

●

Speed. AI will be significantly faster in collecting large amounts of data, performing calculations,
and making decisions. While this will greatly speed up combat, it will make for a temporal
challenge when its combined with actual players in games.
Algorithmic. For the reasons we discussed above AI doesn’t (at least currently) think like
humans, meaning that representing AI with humans will be a challenge.
Logic and applicability of decisions. AI often makes decisions based on algorithms and
mechanisms that are not transparent.33 They can also come up with solutions that you do not
expect (and this may increase with the complexity of the problem). It becomes hard for a
human to simulate either one of these, but especially one where the decisions are very different
from human ones.
Distributed. AI once fully developed will not be deployed only at the headquarters or battle
management level. Every conceivable element will be smart. While this risks different AI’s
starting to argue with each other, it also presents a virtually insurmountable problem if you are
trying to represent AI in games with players.
Fast. This is the timing singularity that can come about through the automation, if not outright
deployment of AI, on the battlefield. It is also known as hyperwar or battlefield singularity.
What happens in games where events are unrolling so quickly that human decision-making has
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been rendered irrelevant by speed? Fortunately for games this is more of a timescale problem
than a technical one. You just make your game turn shorter, and are essentially making the
same decisions although on a shorter timeline. All the problem with AI still apply, just faster.
It won’t be easy simply replacing AI systems in games with players. You can use some of the techniques
we have discussed previously, such as technology levels and abstraction, to represent some effects of AI
at the lower levels. But once we move beyond machine learning and into augmented or actual AI
systems then you are at a dilemma. If games are about decisions, and AI will fundamentally restructure
and reframe the way decisions are made, then the only way to realistically play a game at this level
accurately is to have the actual AI’s in the game.
Note here I’m talking about human or beyond level AI’s, not the standard ML or algorithmic AI that we
have today. That is pretty easy to simulate in your games with the standard techniques. But once AI is
truly making decisions once relegated to humans, then you have to move the humans over and use
actual AI.
But that may prove just as difficult to use in games as regular computer software. If nothing else the
classification of these systems will be too high for most games (which brings up the question of how the
first artificial sentience will react to learn that it is classified). There are a couple of things you can do in
games to perhaps incorporate strong AI.
●

●

●

●

Pre-determine AI vulnerabilities. If the algorithms have situations where they become confused,
have either a definition of those situations or use a die roll to determine in any situation
whether they become confused. While you don’t know that this situation will be one where
confusion occurs, you do know that some situation will occur. This works best where the errors
are ones of classification and some element of the classification data is different than it normally
would be.
Assess AI smarts are not that smart. If AI comes up with radically different solutions to
problems than humans would, there is no requirement that these solutions are much better
than what humans would come up with, only different. If you posit this, then you can assume
that whatever humans come up with, AI is not going to be overwhelmingly different or better.
There are often only so many ways to solve a problem, and when there is really no solution to a
problem no one is going to win no matter how smart they are. Then you can substitute humans
for AI, just realizing that the particular tactics will be different.
Levels. We discussed this concept for technology in scenarios but it also can apply to AI. Assign
different types, or implementations, of AI different levels of capability. These then can modify
the effects of the systems that they are placed in. This is relatively easy for missile warheads,
you just change the probability of hitting, but a bit more complicated for a battle management
AI. One way to account for higher-order thinking is to give players additional information, time,
or other resources within the game based on their having AI supporting their decision-making.
This abstracts the way AI works, but reflects the overall effects.
Establish detailed characteristics for AI. In the AI enabled future where everything is super
smart from warheads to fountain pens, we can assume that not every country, manufacturer, or
military service will have the same or similar algorithms. Different choices will get made
because of different requirements, different planning factors, or just because people are stupid
in different ways. Thus, some AI will be good at some things, others at other things. Take two
missiles speeding at their (aircraft) targets during a beyond visual range missile exchange. One
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AI is assessed to be really good at managing the EM environment around the missile and
adaptively jamming and communicating. The opponent’s missile is very good at energy
management given the target’s location. While they all are doing everything one missile will
likely have longer range, while the other will be more survivable in a complex EM environment.
This sort of layered capabilities for AI will bring nuance and interest to the game, even if you are
just guessing at different capabilities. You can also base the capabilities on the “personalities”
of the adversaries, with US forces being very interested in hitting the correct target, while
adversaries might want to maximize stand-off range and survivability.
AI in games once we cross the singularity will present some problems. But there are ways to adapt to
these problems with various game mechanics. The challenges will likely be more bureaucratic, with
classification, access, and integration with players being bigger issues for incorporating AI’s into games
than representation of AI features themselves.

Concluding comment
The last paragraph is probably the most accurate reflection of the actual challenges involved in including
AI in games. The vulnerability of current implementations of AI and ML to “gaming” the algorithm will
mean that the actual data on AI will be closely held. Vulnerabilities, essential for an accurate game, will
be highly classified and everyone will be reluctant to share. The sheer diversity of styles, and the
diversity of training, algorithms, and interfaces will make it hard to “accurately” include AI into anything
but highly classified games.
Without access to actual performance data we will be limited to speculating about capabilities and
vulnerabilities. Given that even a small vulnerability might cause a weapon system to be rendered
inoperable, this can become very difficult to deal with in games.
We currently see similar challenges with cyber. In my games I treat cyber as a force multiplier, or an
erosional effect that throws sand in the gears of operational efficiency. But of course, cyber can be
operationally decisive. Should an adversary figure out how to pull the control rods from all the reactors
in our CVNs and drop the reactor through the bottom of the ship, then the “game” would be over before
the first shot was fired. That sort of decisive action can be difficult to integrate into games where the
point is not to see how the US operates without carriers (or whether we would result to nuclear
weapons). AI may face similar challenges, the unfettered or unleashed power, and vulnerability, of AI
may be so decisive that including their true form in games becomes politically untenable.
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Artificial Intelligence – A Wargame Asset:
Dennis J. Rensel
(August 14, 2019)34 35

Abstract
This paper was is a thought piece on how artificial intelligence (AI) advances could be used in a wargame
in which a conflict extends into space in the 2030 timeframe. A major issue was the difficulty in
predicting technological advances. The two major hurdles are the rate of advancement is not constant
and the cultural change necessary to accept an AI system as a human partner or assistant. The
expectation is AI will infiltrate society. The paper fast forwards to 2030 to outline how AI assistants can
augment and partner with the commander in decision making relying on deep integration and machine
learning. Autonomous AI systems are held in check. The three approaches for incorporating and
capitalizing on AI capabilities in a wargame are for wargamers to: 1) Create an AI cell; 2) Write a detailed
scripted set of responses to incorporate throughout the moves seamlessly in the narrative/vignette; or
3) Hold a workshop or seminar before the actual wargame, discussing the possible impacts of AI in
future space operations.

Executive Summary
The Task was to develop a thought piece on how artificial intelligence (AI) could be used in a wargame
with a scenario in the 2030 timeframe. What uses could be gamed? How would it affect the play of the
game? This paper does not include: ethics, privacy, machine bias, validation and verification, acquisition,
sentience, and liability.
The difficulty will be in predicting technological breakthroughs that will occur between now and 2030. In
the past, better data collection and the subsequent processing and analysis drove technological
improvements and advancements in analysis, just as technological improvements drove to exquisite,
state-of-the-art intelligence information. Twenty-first century AI will enable a constellation of
mainstream technologies that will have substantial impact on everyday lives.36 Technological
breakthroughs over the next 10 years will unleash AI capabilities.
Artificial Intelligence is expected to infiltrate all aspects of society. Artificial Intelligence will change how
people interact with technology.37 In 2030 leaders will have a history working, interacting, and
partnering with AI embedded systems. Artificial Intelligence won’t be new. These leaders will be
accustomed to its capabilities. The art of the possible will include such functions as all-source sensor
data analysis and interpretation, self-healing networks, and persistent awareness.
The scope of the paper is to address how AI may be employed for a 2030 scenario wargame today. In
2030, AI Assistants (Amazon “Siri” on steroids) will “help ... make sense of the myriad of data sources
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available ... in the modern world.”38 As an example, they will be able to provide the following: Cognitive
understanding of situational awareness, Contextual understanding of a changing situation, and
Continuous real-time processing among other capabilities. The employment of an AI decision process is
complex. The basic questions will be: How much should machines do? Where is the human in the loop?
The answer can be divided into two areas: Autonomous Actions and Enabling Decision Process.
Autonomously AI systems will provide routine analysis and low-level system actions. Whereas the more
difficult decisions left for the Commander may be enabled by an AI Attendant input. Through deep
integration (a holistic approach to system design, architecture, and operations), AI capabilities will
enable subsystems to communicate with other subsystems to deliver improved results.
The three approaches for incorporating and capitalizing on AI capabilities in a wargame are for
wargamers to:
1. Create an AI cell. The group/cell focuses on adding the AI informed element to the wargame
through various means/techniques.
2. Write a detailed scripted set of responses to incorporate throughout the moves seamlessly in
the narrative/vignette.
3. Hold a workshop or seminar before the actual wargame, discussing the possible impacts of AI in
future space operations.
Depending upon the complexity desired, the AI capability could be modeled to have an active role in the
wargame. It is assumed that the AI capabilities are already integrated into these mission areas:
Information Technology, Mission Systems, Threat, and External Surveillance. This paper discusses
associated objectives, assumptions, risk management, and milestones for embedding AI capabilities into
a wargame.

Artificial Intelligence – A Wargame Asset
There is inherent complexity in predicting breakthroughs in technology. The advancements are
exponential. For instance, an underlying foundation for the Internet was a scalable technology being
able to allow for ever-increasing traffic. The bottleneck for AI has been the lack of good technology that
can handle more complex conditions. Advances in research and engineering sciences are likely to have a
major impact on what big breakthroughs can be expected within AI in the next 10 years. As the
technology improves, it becomes more and more difficult to automatically create a system to handle
increased complexity. This complexity is both in mechanical structures and in systems for sensing and
control.39

Introduction
Commanders make decisions with the best information available. The struggle is to give the Commander
the most accurate and complete intelligence product. Considering the primary role of joint intelligence
is to provide information and assessments to facilitate mission accomplishment. Information is of
greatest value when it contributes to the commander’s decision-making process by providing reasoned
insight into future conditions or situations.40
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Figure 1 shows the relationships between data, information and intelligence.41
Figure 1 – Relationship of Data, Information, and Intelligence

Over the years, data collection and the subsequent processing and analysis drove technological
improvements and advancements, just as technological improvements drove to exquisite, state-of-theart intelligence information.
●

●

●

41

Sensor capabilities grew and expanded from the early visual observations, to topographical
measurements, signal flags, radio transmission listening, wiretapping, aerial photography
(balloons, dirigibles, airplanes, UAVs), and satellite collection.
Intelligence gathering/collection expanded from Lewis and Clark-type expeditions, cavalry
scouts, reconnaissance parties, telescopes, binoculars, radio receivers, cameras, and computer
software to today’s ISR collections.
Products came in the form of assessments and verbal reports, maps and charts, images and
photographs, analysts’ interpretations, detailed reports, computer automation, big data
analytics, and AI.

Id. at I-2.
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With this backdrop, historically, decision making has changed also. Figure 242 shows a potential path to
Artificial Intelligence decision making. There are many unknowns and the release of such responsibility
will not be easily given. In the beginning of time, pre-civil war, commanders on the battlefield made
decisions with limited intelligence based on their understanding of the art of war. Fast forward in time,
humans began to inform their decision making based on intelligence gleaned from using overhead
balloon surveillance in the Civil War. Progress even further in time to when the first IBM computer
began to compute mathematical equations for NASA to inform human decision making. This computer
information era puts “humans in the loop.” Humans are inputting data, and they are asking the
computer to determine the potential solutions and to inform decision making. The next step will be
going from humans in the loop to “humans on the loop”. As information becomes more readily
available, greater in volume, more technical, and at an ever-increasing rate, there comes the time that
the decision cycle may be beyond the limits of humans. Theoretically, technology will automate actions
normally done by a human for speed, efficiency, and accuracy. The results will thus enable decision
makers to arrive at highly informed conclusions earlier. Response times for decisions are becoming
shorter and shorter. Where possible, humans may set conditions for a rapid response and be “on the
loop” of decision making. Barriers of trust, validation, verification, and integrity will have to be
overcome if the decision maker is to allow the machine to complete the decision process.
“Moore’s Inflection”43 related to today’s priorities will determine whether advances in electronics will
begin to slow and stagnate or where new innovations will catalyze another long run of dynamic and
flexible technological progress in the late 2020s and early 2030s.44 Just like Gordon Moore could not
predict the future scaling of the transistor, he knew that technological advancements would take place.
He did have an appreciation for the increased complexity the exponential growth in transistor
integration would create. He did not know the extent. This is true for AI. Artificial Intelligence is looking
for a means to address more and more complex problems. Technological breakthroughs over the next
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10 years will unleash AI capabilities. Artificial Intelligence is expected to infiltrate all aspects of society.
The impact on each aspect will be notable and will be highly effective. Just what those limits to
effectiveness are proves to be seen. “Twenty-first century AI enables a constellation of mainstream
technologies that already is having a substantial impact on everyday lives.”45 This paper is looking at the
possibility of AI impacts, specifically in a wargame depiction circa 2030, knowing that whatever is
projected will be far less effective than what will actually develop.

Discussion
In the Stanford University Study, “Artificial Intelligence is that activity devoted to making the machine
intelligent, and intelligence is that quality that enables an entity to function appropriately and with
foresight in its environment.”46
Many forms of AI will permeate through society over the next 10 years. Research and initial applications
already manifest themselves in such technologies as personal assistants [i.e. , Siri], in data analysis, in
smart phones, and in self-driving cars to name a few. However, the growth over the next 10 years will be
tremendous. “AI is changing how people interact with technology.”47 This interaction with technology
will continue to grow. How effective this interaction will become will play out over the next several
years. DARPA describes the development of AI systems as going through waves: handcrafted knowledge,
statistical learning, and contextual adaptation. Each wave shows an increase in machine perceptions,
learning, abstractions, and reasoning.
“The machines DARPA envisions will function more as colleagues than as tools. Towards this end,
DARPA research and development in human-machine symbiosis sets a goal to partner with
machines. Enabling computing systems in this manner is of critical importance because sensor,
information, and communication systems generate data at rates beyond which humans can
assimilate, understand, and act. Incorporating these technologies in military systems that
collaborate with warfighters will facilitate better decisions in complex, time - critical, battlefield
environments; enable a shared understanding of massive, incomplete, and contradictory
information; and empower unmanned systems to perform critical missions safely and with high
degrees of autonomy.”48
Machine Learning (ML) “focuses on creating programs that learn from experiences ... through exposure
to new scenarios, testing and adaptation ... to help computers make better decisions.”49 Machine
Learning technology will unfold the benefits of AI. The application of ML leads to improving operational
efficiency and for predictive insights into processes and systems.50
The purpose of this paper is not to delve into the developments of AI. These developments will occur.
The attempt here is to project what might be at the fingertips of the commander in 2030. First this
paper will set the stage for AI development, then cover potential areas, mission sets, and functions that
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could employ AI and ML. At this point, the paper will project possible expectations for 2030. Finally, it
will describe how these expectations can affect a wargame and provide implementation considerations.

Stage Setting
The Executive Order on Maintaining American Leadership in AI states “continued American leadership in
AI is of paramount importance in maintaining the economic and national security of the United
States...”51 Artificial Intelligence will touch every aspect of American life. The DoD defines AI as “the
ability of machines to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence – for example, recognizing
patterns, learning from experience, drawing conclusions, making predictions, or taking action – whether
digitally or as the smart software behind autonomous physical systems.”52 The DoD CIO states “the
speed and agility with which we will deliver AI capabilities to the warfighter has the potential to change
the character of war.”53
The development of AI is growing daily, with advancements providing capabilities no one dreamed of 20
years ago. There is the emergence of new technologies today that will shape the AI constructs in the
future. The information environment has changed greatly from the 20th century. For instance, society
depends upon mobile devices, the Internet, sensor networks, and wearable devices. Sensing devices are
distributed throughout cities and neighborhoods. Networks connect not only systems, but individuals
and groups worldwide. Social demands for AI are rapidly expanding research beyond academia. It is
found in intelligent cities, medicine, transportation, logistics, manufacturing and smart products. This
opens AI capabilities to be able to enhance human-machine hybrid systems. In addition, data resources
related to AI are changing. There is a new information environment driven by big data, the Internet,
mobile devices, all-source sensor data and networks, networked communities, and cross -media
information (allowing machines to recognize their external environment).54 The bottom line is that AI
will integrate natural intelligence and artificial intelligence to enhance human intellectual activity.55 “A
deep technical challenge will be to ensure that the data that inform AI-based decisions can be kept free
from biases that could lead to discrimination.”56
The leaders of 2030 will have a history, a learning experience, with the developments of AI as they
pertain to, not only everyday life, but also with the different career opportunities and advancements.
Through their experiences they will know what trust to place in these systems. They will have a much
different expectation, a more accepting practice of AI capabilities, whether these capabilities are the
systems themselves, the embedded software, or the support systems behind the scenes. These leaders
will be familiar with AI and what it can do.
What might be the art of the possibility? The following list provides potential impacts for 2030:

● All-source sensor data analysis

●

●
●

●

Cybersecurity protection
Driverless transportation systems
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Education and training tools and
techniques
Medical advancements

●
●
●
●
●
●

Minute-by-minute status reports
Persistent awareness
Personnel / work force management
Self-healing networks
Support wargames
Threat detection

●
●
●
●
●

Total system diagnostics
Traffic control (air and space)
Universal language translator
Wall street operations
etc.

2030 Expectation
The question at hand is: what might be expected in 2030 for a space operations center during a critical
operation/campaign? The commander and his crew are familiar with the AI systems employed. He will
oversee his forces, his staff, and the support artificial intelligence systems, the latter two working
together in partnership as a hybrid operations crew. His Artificial Intelligence Assistant may manifest
itself as a voice over an open communications line or as a physical apparatus, such as today’s “Siri.”
Artificial Intelligence Assistants “help ... make sense of the myriad of data sources available ... in the
modern world.”57 They will be able to provide the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cognitive understanding of situational awareness
Contextual understanding of a changing situation
Continuous real-time processing
Minute-by-minute status reporting
On-demand services
Persistent awareness and analysis
Synthesis of a vast amount of data

In this capacity, the AI interface will learn as operations unfold and, with near-unlimited reach- back
capability, be able to provide potential courses of action and act as a strategic counsellor to the
commander. Acting in this capacity, it “can confer a distinct advantage by anticipating and identifying
risks with strategic options including those unanticipated by humans.”58
The employment of an AI decision process is complex. The basic question will be: How much should
machines do? This can be divided into two areas: Autonomous Actions and Enabling Decision Process.
In the first, an advantage of AI systems is the ML capability and the potential for autonomous actions.
“There will be a move away from the processing of categorical data – such as visual, auditory, and
written data – and toward a cross-media cognition, learning and inference.”59 At some point the
machines will have to act without a human in the loop. The commander can establish necessary actions
of which he only needs to know that they are completed. This is similar to a commander today, who
expects actions completed without being directly involved. Same in the future, except the AI system will
be performing those actions. Some of these are:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cyber security (rapid detection and response/recovery)
Maintaining a safe environment for operations and associated actions
Maintaining the critical networks/infrastructure/support systems
Immediate passive protection measures
Self-healing networks and constellations
Strategic analysis and proactive understanding
Solving logical challenges
Space traffic management

In the second, an AI system can be tremendously helpful in enabling the commander’s decision process.
These systems will be “capable of reading, managing, and recombining human knowledge in order to
make suggestions.”60 Drawing upon all the capabilities developed for AI intervention, the AI system can
provide:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Campaign and operations assessments
Recommendations on courses of action
Plans for contingency operations
Threat identification
Patterns of behavior for both friendly and adversarial forces and leaders
Prioritized operations and responses to actions
Resiliency analysis in real time
Current risk assessments
Status of forces – blue and red
Target nominations

In addition, it can keep the Commander and/or his crew informed of the autonomous actions it took. If
questioned about any actions or analysis, the AI system could provide an audit trail, which led to any
outcome, response, or decision.
The interface between the commander and the AI system will be important. It should be almost
symbiotic. The AI Assistant is and will be designed to become increasingly efficient at understanding its
human users,61 i.e., the commander and his staff. The AI Assistant can speak to the crew or provide
visual displays such as status boards or dashboards revealing necessary information depending upon the
crisis or operations at hand. These information boards could display status on missions, facilities,
support actions, threats, current operations, and system and personnel readiness. It can do this through
alerts, maps, and graphs. This interaction would be based on years of development to effectively
construct an efficient partnership between the commander and his crew with the AI system.
What could be behind the AI veil? Artificial Intelligence systems will promulgate throughout all systems
and operations. Here are four that would have an impact for the commander of 2030:
●
●
●
60
61

Information technology systems and networks
Mission systems
Threat analysis and assessments
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●

Situational Awareness (focused or broad area coverage)

Each has its own purpose, architecture, and characteristics. However, looking back into the architectures
and systems, AI would have a tremendous impact. For each, deep integration would aid in incorporating
AI at the grass roots of these mission systems.
Deep integration is a holistic approach to system design, architecture, and operations. It enables
subsystems to communicate with other subsystems to deliver improved results. It helps the system to
learn and function more efficiently and precisely. It applies intelligence in accomplishing tasks by
creating an environment for system coordination and cross -system data sharing. As more artificial
intelligence systems infiltrate space systems on the back end, the customer will realize greater flexibility
and efficiency in operations.62
As the deep integration delves into systems, AI acquires focused domain expertise by learning the
process. It automates as many common tasks or functions as possible. It can produce early system
assessments. Through conceptual blending63 of the various systems and subsystems, it can provide
accurate situational awareness in the mission area and provide initial risk analyses. Through artificial
intelligence applications, it can master vast amounts of data and provide system health statuses, mission
data analyses, and protection from countermeasures.
Information technology systems and networks. This area encompasses the basic infrastructure, all
networks (mission, support, and dissemination), all the computers, satellite systems, and ground
systems. With AI systems embedded through deep integration, the supporting AI can provide system
assessments and analyses. It can predict and circumvent outages; perform network traffic management
alleviating congestion, latency, and overloads; discover data corruption, malware, and intrusions; and
attribute sources of problems. Proactively it can perform self-healing network maintenance and
optimize the networks for maximum efficiency.
Mission systems. These include surveillance, communications, navigation, and weather space systems.
Deep integration would have delved into each mission and its supporting systems. It would address
research and development programs and their potential impact. Launch systems as enablers would be
part of the AI analysis. Artificial Intelligence would be able to translate, assess, and operate these
systems according to the various space missions (i.e. Space Support, Force Enhancement, Space Control,
Information Operations, and Computer Networks Operations). Across the mission domains, the AI
system would be maximizing the interaction between the mission systems for optimum effectiveness.
When it comes to Force Application, the AI system would provide options to the commander full well
knowing what the effects are on both blue and red systems. As new mission systems come on board
from R&D programs, the integration is smooth with the necessary support chain. Launch capability
would be near on-demand. With only the physical limitations, such as transferring the rocket to the
launch pad.
Threat Characterization. Artificial Intelligence automated capabilities would be able to work more
efficiently in a multi-INT and cyber environment. Through surveillance monitoring it would be able to
characterize the threat of an adversary, the threat from natural phenomenon (geological, weather,
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solar), and the impact of man-made situations and events (space debris, collateral effects). All these
would have the potential of affecting space operations. Artificial Intelligence will be able to marry
information from various sources, massage it, and provide accurate situational awareness, one of many
dimensions, for the commander. With deep integration, the AI systems would be able to master vast
amounts of data. They would be able to correlate information, cross reference data points, and
incorporate conceptual blending of what appears to be disparate facts into an accurate depiction of the
threat environment.
Situational Awareness - External Interfaces (non-Defense). In 2030, the world will be connected in ways
not dreamed of today. Moore’s law would still be in effect, and the exponential growth will achieve
pinnacles of technology in the Internet of Things Generation 5 or 6. Smart cities will provide even the
minutest of information on utilities, activities, and events within those cities. Automobile traffic
management would control traffic flow throughout the day for efficient travel. Life will be an open book.
Public networks will reach all facets of everyday living, from marketing and sales to services and health
care. Industry will use AI for advancing its business case, profiling customers or potential customers.
Robots will make daily life easy for the average human being. The world will be almost one large
network with AI stations and sub-stations for efficiency and effective operations. International Services
will be at one’s fingertips. All of this is potentially a valuable source of information for the Commander.
The AI systems would massage this information and report results and impacts when needed.
These four areas are illustrative of what an AI system could achieve. In addition to these “mission
threads,” AI systems would be able to go further and cross reference each of these to provide more indepth analysis. Figure 3 illustrates the four areas with the back panel of Deep Integration and the
forward progress to enabling an AI Assistant.64 Artificial Intelligence systems will be creative. They will
be able to produce novel combinations of familiar ideas, explore the potential of conceptual spaces, and
make transformations that enable the reality of past impossible ideas. Artificial Intelligence will be highly
capable; however, it does not mean anything if the AI system cannot work with humans. The humanmachine interface needs to be effective. It needs to communicate full duplex. The interface would be an
AI Assistant – much like Amazon’s “Siri” today, but several generations of improvements. It would be
like “Siri” on steroids. The assistant would help in making sense of the myriad of data sources previously
described. These assistants would be designed to become increasingly efficient at understanding human
users. A benefit of an AI system is that in development it would learn to interact with and enhance the
human experience. Working as a team (machine and human), by 2030 there will be a far more natural
flowing discourse between humans and machines.65
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Figure 3 – Deep Integration
This AI Assistant would essentially have all this data and analysis at its “finger tips.” Characteristics of
such an assistant would be cognitive understanding of its circumstances, continuous real-time
processing, on-demand services, persistent awareness, and focused intelligence assessments. With its
ability to learn and think, it would become a strategic counsellor66 as well as a tactical enabler for the
commander. As a special assistant to the Commander, the AI system would operate in two distinct
modes: Autonomous Actions and an Enabler of the Decision Process in real time.
Autonomous Actions are those actions that a Commander would ordinarily consider done by his
supporting staff and units. These are areas the Commander should not have to divert his attention to
solve. Lower level individuals should act. The AI Assistant would be able to conduct:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

66

Cyberspace security
Safe operations and actions
Network/infrastructure maintenance and restoral
Passive protection measures
Proactive understanding of developing situations
Resolutions to logistics challenges
Self-healing “GPS” constellation
Space Traffic Management and collision avoidance
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●

Other activities as assigned

As an enabler of the Commander’s decision process, the AI would feed the process with information
leading to a decision by the Commander. Whether requested or on-call, the AI Assistant could provide:67
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Assessments of the campaign or tactical operations
Recommended courses of action based on the latest intelligence
Advice on contingency operations as the campaign unfolds
Immediately identification of new threats and potential impacts
Assessments of adversaries’ patterns of behavior
Prioritization of operations and appropriate responses
A real-time analysis of the resiliency of the mission systems
Continuous assessments of risk
Status of Forces [blue and red]
Nominations for targets and the return on attack investment
Discrimination between combatants and non-combatants
Status of its Autonomous Actions

The man-machine interface needs to be highly effective. In some cases, normal conversation would be
sufficient, and in other cases, there would be the need for a visual display that sums up the information
into easily understood graphics. The AI system w ould read the Commander and interact in the most
efficient manner. The AI Assistant can arrange to populate a dashboard or status board for situational
awareness of threats, mission success/failure, facilities, support and logistics, current operations,
personnel readiness, and current events. One feature that would be important is that the AI Assistant
would be able to provide an audit trail to illustrate how it reached the conclusion it presents. If the
Commander or his staff question a result, it would be able to retrace the AI thought process to
determine if there was an error or bias in the AI thinking. Figure 4 shows the interaction between the AI
Assistant and the Commander. This should be a highly efficient human-machine hybrid relationship.
To assist the Commander in the command and control of tactical forces, the AI Assistant can provide
direct tactical information for the commander in the field. It would be able to provide threats and threat
analyses, tactical intelligence, potential targets, mission and weapon system status, regional risk
assessments, and resiliency analyses. Pushing the same data to the theater that the overall commander
receives, helps prosecute the war more efficiently at the tactical level. Both commanders would be on
the same sheet of information. In addition, a web-based collaborative framework could give small units
the ability to access and update maps in planning patrol missions.68 Taken a step further, “because
military operations are often characterized by multiple control problems at the tactical level, modular AI
can offer unprecedented advantages.”69 (Note: Modular AI concentrates on narrow expertise in a
particular domain.70)
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Figure 4 – AI Decision Process/Injection
Wargaming today in the epoch 2030
As mentioned earlier, projecting AI capabilities 10 year out will only sell AI short. However, what can be
expected could be hypothesized. With the understanding of how the AI Assistant would or could enable
the human-machine integration and that the commander and staff of 2030 would be familiar with AI
capabilities, the Commander could have an AI Assistant on his desk. Working with the AI Assistant the
Commander would prosecute the war. Highlighting the four areas discussed previously the commander
may expect:
1. Self-healing IT systems. Within networks the AI Assistant would manage traffic flow and
accommodate any failures by rerouting traffic until the problem is solved. Barring a catastrophic
failure, the IT systems would not reach the Commander’s attention.
2. Restoral actions on mission systems would start immediately.
3. Big Data analytics would happen in the background; however, results and reports would be
instantaneous.
4. Threat analyses would be continuously updated and allow the commander the most flexibility in
the deployment of forces.
5. Satellite operations and control would have a different meaning. For instance, analysis of PNT
data would include all the Navigation satellites (friend and foe). The analysis would weed out
the erroneous data and provide precision position, navigation, and timing. This would allow
nearly 200 PNT satellites to be under scrutiny.
6. Total situational awareness would provide the commander the knowledge needed for freedom
of action. It would allow for better decision making and the deployment of forces.
37

There is a myriad of examples, which could be listed. For the Commander he w ould have data and
assessments faster, more accurate, and more complete than he has today. In a wargame, the acting
commander would be able to complete his moves is minimum time with the assurance that all the “I’s”
are dotted and the “T’s” are crossed.
The major drawback is that the Adversary would also have AI supporting systems. For survival, both
sides would have to rely on their AI Assistant. How much each Commander is willing to allow the AI
Assistant to function autonomously may be the difference between winning and losing. In the future,
the AI system could run the wargame and analyze the results.
An interesting question from the AI Assistant would be: May I be connected to the other system?

Implementing artificial intelligence in a wargame71
Question: How artificial intelligence (AI) can/could be used in a wargame with a scenario in the 2030
timeframe.
Objectives: (proposed to focus the role of AI)
●
●
●
●

Develop insights into space warfare using Artificial Intelligence systems
Characterize the impact AI has on 2030 wartime space operations
Understand the possible actions an AI Assistant may take before and during the wargame
Gather insights to improving the utilization of AI in future space wargames

There are a few ways to capitalize on the AI play in a wargame. The first is to create an AI Cell. Its
purpose, during the moves in the wargame, is to provide the necessary AI interaction with the
commander and the rest of the blue team. It would simulate the human-machine relationship. The cell
needs to be proactive to the point of almost anticipatory in actions. It should be designed to make
autonomous decisions as allowed and to enable the commander with specific information, analysis , and
reporting, as any other crew member would provide, but faster. The Cell makeup should be the right
quantity of innovative people with a mix of knowledge, experience, and perspective in the area of AI and
ML. This is critical to achieve the designated role objectives.
The second would be a detailed scripted set of responses. The wargame control cell could initiate or
insert the AI responses at the appropriate time. The Control Cell should probably have an AI expert on
the team.
A third approach would be to hold a workshop or seminar before the actual wargame , discussing the
possible impacts of AI in future space operations. This approach would introduce and cover the
pertinent aspects of AI. The intent here is to get the players thinking of AI before the Wargame starts.
Challenge the players to come up with ways AI would have made their job easier. Next play the
wargame as programmed. After the completion of the wargame, reconvene the seminar and discuss the
potential impacts AI may have had on the game. This discussion would lead to ideas and concepts which
may be incorporated into the next series of wargames.
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Army Handbook, at 8-12.
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Assumptions:
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Key personnel understand AI and how it would be integrated into the mission systems. They
would understand the type of responses and the speed with which these responses would
come.
An AI tutorial is available for the game players.
The scripted roles within the game have personnel, who are familiar with AI, trust the systems,
and work well in the human-hybrid relationship.
The AI and ML capabilities are fully integrated into mission systems and infrastructure and
understand the priorities of the Commander.
The adversary has a similar AI capability. The maturity of it is unknown. However, it should be
played, if the scenario incorporates US AI capabilities.
The AI injections throughout the wargame are sound, realistic, believable, and accepted.
Artificial Intelligence will carry out missions quickly, responsively, and efficiently.
Artificial Intelligence creativity will combine like ideas into novel, surprising results.
The AI actions are not involved with the actual deployment of any weapon system.

Risk Management. Here are some risk considerations:
●
●
●
●

The incorporation of AI could be on the brink of enacting a science fiction story line. This would
be detrimental in that the participants may not take the effort seriously.
More realistically, the AI injections would be far less capable than would be experienced in
2030.
In the actual wargame play, the AI involvement may have to be backed out because of its
overwhelming influence on events.
There was not enough planning for an effective AI play.

These risks can be mitigated by thorough planning in the use of the AI in the scenario. Having clear
objectives and knowing what type of influence AI may impose will help in the mitigation.
AI Milestones. These milestones should include the schedule for development of AI for the scenario, the
“murder board” analysis to keep AI events realistic, and the dry run to evaluate the effectiveness of the
AI game play and if the objectives are met.
After Action Review (AAR): A specific AAR session on the AI play should discuss how well AI was
incorporated in the wargame. The AAR would identify those AI actions that should be sustained and
those that need to be improved. The AAR addresses such questions as:
●
●
●
●

Was the purpose of AI in the wargame clear to players?
Did the AI injections and subsequent play achieve its objectives?
What was learned about the influence of AI on systems and operations?
How could AI be played in future wargames?

Specific Capabilities to Model. Depending upon the complexity desired, one or all four areas discussed
earlier could be modeled to have an active role in the wargame. It is assumed that the AI capabilities are
already integrated into these mission systems and the infrastructure.
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●

●
●

For Information Technology, AI capabilities would restore any network operations provided the
resources are in place to address the specific attack. The manifestation may be a “blip” in a
conversation or computer transmission, but nothing more. The “blip” would be a result of the
latency in the system for the restoral action to take place. For major attacks, the AI Attendant
could provide suggested alternative actions beyond what had been granted to the Attendant. It
can apply this type of response for any attacks on the mission networks or the IT infrastructure.
For Mission Systems, each one would have to be considered separately. It may be good to select
a few that would have an impact, i.e., COMSATs, weather or PNT. As examples:
For ASAT attacks, the AI system would provide immediate warning. Then with authorization it
could protect the asset and take evasive action. In some cases, it would need permission to act
and in others it would act because of the value of the target.
o For jamming, the AI system would be able to geolocate the jammer and provide
coordinates. It would also be able to null the jammer in some cases. Again, with
authorization it may be able to neutralize the jammer electronically. It could infiltrate a
network or supporting system to shut off the jammer.
o For PNT spoofing, the AI system could be set up to analyze inputs from all the
Navigation satellites (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, Beidou, etc.) on orbit. It would be able to
identify erroneous information and drop it. With about 200 satellites in orbit, denial of
navigation information may not be possible.
o Weather sensors should be just about everywhere. Any attack or disruption of weather
data seems to be futile with AI analyzing the various sources.

The specific scenario adjustments and scripts would need to take into consideration the vast amount of
data and information in each of these areas, which is processed by the AI system. Automated AI
responses may not leave much for the Commander to do.
●

●

Big Data Analytics comes into play for threat recognition and assessments. Behind the scenes
automation will be involved in all the number crunching and image and signal analyses. The
Threat picture the AI Attendant can describe will take into consideration any intelligence source
available and will draw together disparate facts from across the threat spectrum. For instance,
an issue threatening a weather satellite may not seem too bad until there is a correlation made
with another system. In addition to the adversary threats, the AI Attendant can draw in the
threats from nature as well as unintended threats from man’s inadequacies. The AI Attendant
would provide what it perceives to be what the Commander wants. However, if the Commander
wants to neck down on a specific aspect, location or capability, the AI Attendant can provide
that additional analysis practically on demand.
As mentioned before, the whole world will be connected, interconnected and reconnected
several times over. There will be public and private surveillance systems for several reasons (law
enforcement, marketing, business practices, profiling, traffic management, etc.). External
Surveillance of the world would be possible. The AI embedded systems would be able to draw
from these various sensors and networks to derive a picture of the environment. Depending
upon what the Commander may want, the answer may lie in this area.

Conclusion
Trying to draw the impact AI would have on future space operations (~2030) through a wargame today
will be difficult for two reasons; 1) forecasting future technology will come up short on capability; and 2)
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the understanding of AI among the participants will vary greatly and the specific actions may not be
understood. However, it is possible to project a future with a well thought out game plan to limitedly
use AI for impact and emphasis. Setting up a series of AI wargames (or sub wargames) may be the way
to increase the IA capability play and the participants’ understanding of the technology. Suggest starting
with the Threat as described above. Specific mission systems may be logical to inject AI capabilities. A
select few will emphasize the impact of AI without overwhelming the wargame.
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Making the Case for a Bigger, Better Widget:
Kristan J. Wheaton, Megan Hennessey, Abram Trosky
Argumentation Mechanics and Speculative Technologies in Wargames
Deciding how speculative technologies should be represented in games, particularly wargames, is
difficult. By their very nature, the availability, integration, and impact of these kinds of future
innovations is always uncertain. Yet, in most modern games, particularly those simulating strategic
environments, accounting for the rapid pace of technological development seems essential. Failing to
explore and model the role of technology in a game of this type borders on design malpractice. At
minimum, it would seem to limit the scope of the lessons available to be learned from the experience of
playing the game.
Along with all the standard ways of integrating future capabilities into current games, such as
abstraction or simulation, I would like to propose argumentation as a potentially useful game mechanic
to consider.

What are argumentation mechanics?
Virtually all games generate arguments, but relatively few of them are built around argumentation
mechanics. Argumentation mechanics in multi-player games typically require players to discuss, debate,
or otherwise convince other players to take actions that have meaningful consequences in the context
of the game.
Argumentation mechanics are different from negotiation or trade mechanics where players exchange or
combine resources. While there is some obvious overlap with these other mechanics, argumentation
mechanics typically require players to commit resources or carry out courses of action based primarily
on the logic or the persuasive ability of the arguing player (versus the “carrot” of a tangible, obvious
benefit to a non-arguing player, as in trade or barter negotiations). In short, with argumentation
mechanics, rhetorical skill and creativity become more central to gameplay.

What other games use argumentation mechanics?
Many games include mild forms of argumentation as part of their design. Games like Cards Against
Humanity or Apples to Apples use “judges” or “czars” to decide who gets points based on unique or
clever submissions by the other players. Likewise, many cooperative games such as Pandemic and
Forbidden Island implicitly include argumentation mechanics as players discuss how they will achieve
their common objectives.
Argumentation mechanics are, perhaps, most commonly used in educational games. These “debatelite” style games are usually designed to help teach critical thinking skills. Points are scored, for
example, based on the soundness of an argument or the ability to identify logical fallacies in someone
else’s argument. Usually teacher-led or otherwise facilitated, these games tend to blur the line between
true games and mere classroom exercises.
At the more sophisticated end of the educational gaming spectrum, several videogame developers have
used argumentation as a central mechanic in exploring issues as diverse as social decisionmaking and
authoritarianism. For example, the excellent online game Quandary puts the player in the role of leader
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of a colony on a newly discovered, earth-like planet. Scenarios have no right answers and players are
scored for appropriately building support and rationally arguing for a particular course of action.
Likewise, Papers, Please! (another excellent game) puts the player in the role of an immigration officer
in an authoritarian country. Players have to compile evidence and make arguments to decide who to let
into the country. These decisions often require players to balance personal moral or ethical imperatives
with the laws of the dictatorship in which the game is set.
Certainly, within the wargaming community, matrix games are likely the best example of argumentation
mechanics at work. Here, players on all sides get to make their case to the facilitator in order to get a
decision about dice roll modifications. Something similar happens in many role-playing games, albeit
without the competitive aspect present in matrix style games, but in both contexts, the perceived
neutrality of the arbiter is as important in legitimizing the outcome as it is difficult to secure.

Can you show how argumentation mechanics work in a real game?
The US Army War College’s Center for Strategic Leadership, Applied Communication and Learning
Laboratory, and Office of Educational Methodology recently used argumentation as the central
mechanic in a new game, Elenkhos (click on the link to see a rough print-and-play version of the game).
While not technically a wargame, Elenkhos offers some useful lessons in how designers might
incorporate argumentation mechanics and adjudicative functions into speculative technologies in
wargames and simulations.
Designed to help new faculty learn how to use the Socratic Method in the classroom, Elenkhos provides
both methodological and content challenges. Surveys of incoming faculty indicated they had only a
moderate amount of experience with the Socratic Method during their own time as students, and had
virtually no formal training in the method. Socratic pedagogy is central to the War College’s graduate
liberal arts curriculum, with both the resident and distance education programs at the War College
relying on discussion-based learning in seminar cohorts. The Joint Chiefs also highlighted this type of
active, participatory learning in recent policy revisions.
As an instructional strategy, the Socratic Method can be challenging to convey and practice in faculty
development programming. While the background and purpose of the method can be clearly explained,
the process is not formulaic. Socratic facilitation is learned through role-modeling and practice, which
requires time and resources, such as “test students” willing to actively engage in sample dialogues.
These dialogues also change with every iteration, as student teachers propose different questions and
navigate responses in different ways.
This variability makes it extremely difficult to offer practice facilitation opportunities via a modeling and
simulation solution. For example, a tool like the Arizona State University Decision Theatre still requires
large known data sets to be programmed into the system for predictive, smart analysis and “play.”
Facilitating learning via the Socratic Method yields an exponential number of discourse chronologies,
even if they converge around similar outcomes.72 This tangle of possible dialogues is only somewhat
predictable, and not easily reproducible.

72

Given this convergence around identified outcomes (revealing contradictions, refining hypothesis,
enhancing clarity), an area of future development in gameplay would be the challenge of arriving at
these outcomes in the fewest number of conversational “moves” in response to various student
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However, because an argumentation game mechanic does not require known inputs in the same way
that a model or simulation might, it offers an efficient option for faculty development. The variability of
the Elenkhos game has the virtue of participants learning from the process of argumentation and
defense of play choices even when played over and over again using the same substantive scenario.
Likewise, the Socratic Method, as the focus of the game, brings its own set of unique challenges—
principally, balancing the rhetorical “openness” of teaching with questions with the goal of closing in on
conceptual clarity regarding learning outcomes.
Practically, in terms of Elenkhos’s game design and strategy, striking this balance required identifying the
most effective kinds of questions, individually and in combination. “Efficacy” depends on goals, which in
the Socratic classroom, go beyond merely stoking student participation, to improving the quality of that
participation—specifically, turning beliefs, opinions, assertions, into arguments, and identifying weaker
and stronger arguments. This progressive, refining process is the goal of not only the Socratic Method,
but the scientific method that it inspired.
Not every participant in Socratic dialogue will leave the class with a stronger, well-articulated position
on contested concepts. Elenkhos’s goal is more modest: aporia or philosophic perplexity. Even seeing
another participant undergo Socratic questioning can “problematize” certain common accounts,
premises, and conclusions, and in so doing, clear the slate for rebuilding better, more defensible, more
inclusive definitions, assumptions, policies, etc.
As the name of the game implies, elenchus is the group process of dialogue, cross-examination, and
refutation that leads to aporia, hypothesis elimination, and refinement of arguments. Not every
question furthers this goal. Misconceptions abound that turning declarative statements into questions,
or asking “What does everybody think?,” are in some way Socratic. The very act of identifying learning
outcomes and the claim of the possibility of clarity, suggest that there are more and less productive
ways of looking at/thinking about phenomena (and noumena), and better and worse ways of arguing for
them, dictated by standards of evidence and civility.
The six question types that the authors identified as legitimate “moves” outlined on the six playing cards
of the Elenkhos game contribute directly to these goals. There are:
Questions of Definition & Clarification: e.g. What does __ mean? What do you mean by __?
Questions probing Assumption & Premises: e.g. What must also be true for that to be true? What does
your position/claim/view assume? What is the premise, theory, model behind __?
Questions probing Reasons & Evidence: e.g. What facts/arguments support __? What is an example
that illustrates your point/claim? Where/how do you see that borne out?
Questions probing Implications & Consequences: e.g. What was/is a likely outcome of __? What
does/did this mean practically? What might we infer/predict from __?

comments/responses. For teachers in training, and for those interested in promoting civic discourse,
discovering combinations of questions found effective in responding to common “unexamined”
positions or public misperceptions could be hugely helpful.
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Questions soliciting Perspective-taking & Counterargument: e.g. What’s another interpretation of/way
of seeing __? Whose views of/interests in __ should also be considered?
Questions soliciting Judgment: e.g. Should x do/have done y? What should they have done instead?
What’s the right/best course of action in this instance?

Though it is listed last, questions soliciting judgment are often used first to induce students to take a
position. Questions of definition and clarification can just as easily imply a judgment by what they
include and exclude. The next several probing questions seek to reveal flaws in students’ logic, by
establishing the premises behind, and implications or conclusions of, their implicit or explicit deductive
and inductive reasoning. Students can and should be asked to give reasons for believing what they do,
but also be prompted to reflect why others might believe differently, which can be achieved by
evidentiary and perspective-taking questions, respectively.
Beyond methodology and content, a number of other constraints influenced game design. The game
was part of a roughly three-hour block of instruction about the Socratic Method to 24 incoming faculty
new to the US Army War College in Academic Year 2020–21. About half of this time was dedicated to
teaching and discussing elements of the Socratic Method and appropriateness of discussion-based
facilitation to graduate education. The other 90 minutes were devoted to learning and playing the
Elenkhos game, and to conducting an after-action review with the players.
Since the game did not have to take on the full weight of all the learning objectives, it focused primarily
on two. First, the game needed to teach players the six basic kinds of questions typical in a Socratic
dialogue and how to use them appropriately. It also needed to give them a repetitive play experience
such that this content, if not completely memorized, would be more than just familiar to the new
faculty. Second, since students often complain about “classroom discussions that are interesting but
don’t seem to lead anywhere,” it needed to teach the importance of bringing a classroom discussion to
a Socratic conclusion, known as aporia, and to do so within an allotted period of time. Finally, while the
game would be facilitated, it had to be simple, because there would be limited time to teach the
facilitators either the game rules or the subject matter.
Preliminary discussions among the design team quickly settled on a card game format for 4–6 players.
Repetition is a key ingredient in learning, and so the game would need to be such that it could be played
at least twice within the 90 minutes, once as a simple training game, and once as a full-fledged learning
experience.
Players were presented with an initial scenario such as the one below:
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Players knew from the outset that they had a fixed number of questions they could ask to accomplish
the learning objectives laid out in the scenario. Unlike historical examples of Socratic dialogue, which
can be quite lengthy, faculty typically have more insights than they feel they can convey in a given class
period. Limiting the number of questions per scenario was a design decision that reinforces this
constraint.
Players then secretly selected the type of question they wished to ask (See the attached print-and-play
version of the game or the image on the next page for examples) and came up with, in their minds, an
example of that type of question that they could use in an actual classroom. All players then
simultaneously revealed their selected question card.
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Inevitably, different players selected different categories of questions. This, in turn, is where the
argumentation came in. Players were encouraged to argue their choice in order to get other players to
change their minds. Once all arguments were complete, players picked up their cards and re-voted.
Once the re-votes were complete, players again revealed their cards. At the same time, the “school
solution” was revealed. Derived from consultations with War College experts in both the Socratic
Method and the topic (in this case, Just War Theory), the school solution was not offered as a perfect
answer but only to suggest how an expert in these areas would go about constructing an effective
Socratic dialogue in the classroom. This approach also served as a useful tool for managing the
combinatorial explosion of possible questions and their subsequent answers.
Indeed, getting the right answer was only one of three ways to score points in the game. A second way
was to be in the majority (or plurality, if there was no majority). This rule recognized that, in something
as subjective as classroom discussion, there are likely many ways to attack a particular topic. Finally,
and most importantly, players could score points by making an effective argument and getting one of
the other players to change their vote.
This last opportunity to score gave players a real incentive to have good reasons for their actions and
opportunities to practice defending those reasons. In addition, the emotions naturally engendered in
this kind of discussion helped lock in the learning regarding question types and examples.

Once the school solution was revealed and the scoring for that round complete, the next card in the
deck showed a typical response to the school solution question (again derived from the experience of
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War College faculty). This, in turn, launched the second round of gameplay. Play continued until there
were no more cards in the deck.

How might this mechanic be useful in modelling speculative technologies?
As shown in the example above, argumentation is an outstanding mechanic whenever designers want to
reward players for thinking about their decisions prior to knowing the outcome of that decision.
Imagine a game, for example, where one of the goals is to reinforce a particular process regarding a
speculative technology. Using argumentation mechanics to reward players who are correctly arguing
the process as well as rewarding players for selecting the right course of action (which might merely be
through intuition or luck) is a way of emphasizing getting the right answer for the right reasons.
Likewise, argumentation mechanics are useful whenever “exploring the ‘why’ question” is an important
outcome of the game. For example, if there are several speculative technologies that could be used to
augment a particular force package, making players show their preferences and then argue to convince
the other players to go along would go a long way towards clearly answering why one package might be
better than another. Likewise, if the decision, regardless of how compelling the argument, turns out to
be a poor one, the argumentation mechanic ensures accountability.
Finally, argumentation mechanics can be combined with other mechanics to make a more robust game.
For example, imagine a game focused on innovation within the military acquisition system. Here the
goal might be to convince other players to invest in an innovation in order to increase its odds of
success. Rather than abstracting or scripting the description of the innovation, make this an explicit task
that the players need to accomplish. In a game where the goal is for players to better understand the
capabilities and limitations of various speculative technologies, such a mechanic would help achieve this
objective.

What are some of the limits to argumentation mechanics?
While argumentation mechanics have a wide range of possible uses, they do have some drawbacks. The
first is that they take a lot of time. The kind of free-form discussion that took place during the playing of
Elenkhos and in the examples above can involve substantial amounts of game time. If not central to the
design of a game, it is probably better to relegate argumentation to time that is not otherwise being
used. For example, in I-go, you-go games, an argument mechanic might be usefully employed while
another team is taking its turn.
In addition to time, some players--particularly traditional tabletop players--do not like argumentation
mechanics. In another game designed by one of the authors, The Mind’s Lie, feedback was only
marginally positive among traditional game players while it was very positive among groups of players,
like lawyers and intelligence analysts, who typically like to argue and discuss. The same effect was
replicated with Elenkhos, where new faculty members, also likely prone to appreciate collegial
discussion and argumentation, reported a very positive experience playing the game.
Argumentation mechanics also typically require some level of expertise. While people can and do argue
for hours over things about which they know nothing (Ex: See all of social media), in order to argue
effectively, people usually need to know something about a topic. Indeed, part of the reason for the 90
minute block of instruction in the Socratic Method offered prior to playing Elenkhos was to fill in any
gaps in understanding among the new faculty. While players should not have to be experts in an area,
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it is difficult to imagine, for example, a game that explores the trade-offs between autonomous systems
and human-machine hybrids without players having some understanding of both.
Finally, argumentation mechanics, unless you are only trying to explore a process without any regard for
the outcome of that process, require some form of a school solution. Without a “right” answer, it is
impossible to score the arguments. Given that arguments are, by their very nature, highly variable and
often based on subjective interpretations of data, it can be a challenge to come up with a solution that
players will universally find acceptable. Elenkhos, for example, tried to minimize this issue by offering a
number of ways to score points that were not associated with getting the right answer.

What’s the final word on argumentation mechanics and speculative technologies in
wargames?
Modelling speculative technologies in wargames can be a challenge. Argumentation mechanics are a
useful way to take that challenge off the shoulders of the designer and place it on the backs of the
players. While not appropriate in all cases, for certain kinds of games, particularly those where fluid
discussion meets one or more of the objectives of the game, argumentation mechanics are a useful tool
to have in the designer’s toolkit.
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New Technologies in Wargames:
Joseph Saur
When we talk about including new technologies (AI, cyber, hypersonics, lasers, etc.) in professional
wargames, what we’re really wrestling with is how to include them in the CRT (combat results table).
Not something as formal as the ones we use in tabletop or board games, but something the White Team
can use to adjudicate Red’s move when they introduce AI-powered cyber attacks, or Blue counters with
hypersonic railgun fired 8” shells (USS Zumwalt’s planned original armament).
In the past, we knew (or at least thought we knew) the impact of a battalion of infantry, or a troop of
tanks, or a Navy destroyer, and could usually understand the likely outcome of an encounter. We had
some experience, lots of data, and would often bring in specific subject matter experts (SME) for games.
(My first time in a game at the Naval War College, I was sent as the Logistics Umpire based on my thencurrent role as Ops Officer of a logistics stores ship, or AFS. The last game I attended as the Orange EW
officer while serving as the Surface Ops for ComOrangeAir (FEWSG).)
Part of the problem today is that we don’t have as much day-to-day experience with the new
technology, and aren’t sure how to employ it, or how to estimate its effectiveness. This calls for a series
of discussions:
●

Between the Sys Admin community (the nerds who occupy the back rooms, and actually deal
with the cyberattacks as they occur), and the military communications community (who are
tasked with keeping the commander connected with his/her forces.) When an attack of type X
occurs, what happens to the circuit? For how long? What long-range impacts might there be?
These discussions will help the White Team to flesh out their basic CRT (although having one or
two of the nerds on hand during the game would help!)

●

Between the White Team and the sponsor. If Red does take out Blues comms for a period of 30
minutes, will the sponsor let the Blue commander bully the White Team into restoring comms
miraculously in 30 seconds so that he/she can fight the battle? Or is learning how to deal with
this problem part of the learning objectives you brought him/her to Newport to learn?

●

Between the AI community and the White Team. AI, for one, is an area where the difficulties of
dealing with computer scientists (and I’m one of them) become an issue. New tech is always
accompanied by the problem of hope, hype and hot air (sometimes shortened to the acronym
BS): “My latest xxx will solve all your problems by tunneling your comms through an interstitial
layer in the xenonosphere; everything will work fine!” Right. We need to again have that
discussion to get a more realistic estimate of the impact of emerging tech.

So, as Ed McGrady suggested, send the PhD’s and the Sys Admin’s to sea for a bit, let them see how
things actually work (as opposed to what the movies have told them), and then let’s sit down and
discuss what that CRT should actually look like.
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Modeling Artificial Intelligence in Wargames: Human in the Box:
Jeremy Sepinsky, Ph.D.
Lead Wargame Designer, CNA
“I’m the man in the box … won’t you come and save me?”
– Alice in Chains, Man in the Box

Introduction
Autonomy and Machine Learning (ML) is fast becoming commonplace in society. From finding
information on the web73, to shopping74,75, to socialization76, machine learning is everywhere. And it will
only become more pervasive in the future. In the US Department of Defense (DoD), the Joint Center for
Autonomy and Artificial Intelligence (JAIC) is looking to “Transform the DoD Through Artificial
Intelligence”77, which certainly includes the way that wars are fought and won.
But, like any new tool, the implications of the widespread acceptance and use of ML, and its futuristic
advanced progeny Artificial Intelligence (AI), needs to be rigorously explored before it is implemented.
Comporting with the well-known Cycle of Research78, AI and ML need to be: 1) studied to determine
whether it will properly function in a wartime environment, 2) exercised to determine whether the
implementation of AI and ML can be executed by the Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, Marines, and Guardsmen
that would implement it, and 3) wargamed to determine the “Black Swan” events, interplay with human
decision making, and second- and third- order impacts of its uses.
In this paper, I’ll describe one possible method to wargame fully general AI in a future conflict. I
acknowledge that there are many possible ways to represent AI and ML in a wargame and that the
wargame mechanics presented here may be fairly non-traditional. However, I think it can illustrate
several important aspects of AI that are often ignored by military professionals espousing its use. I’ll
begin by describing some of the challenges that I see with current DoD expectations on AI, then I’ll
describe the “Human in the Box” mechanic for representing AI. Then I’ll highlight the tradeoffs for using
this implementation. Finally, I conclude with some broad takeaways.
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AI in the DoD
In the DoD community, AI is often touted as the savior of all. While those that know and practice AI
research within the community work diligently to apply it in appropriate ways, it has often become the
“flavor of the month” (much as cyber was a few years ago): sprinkle some AI on the top of it and the
problem will go away.
There are clearly some problems with that approach. To begin with, cost is a factor. While the software
may eventually become ubiquitous and cheap, the training and data are not79.While AI can be applied to
many problems, it cannot be applied to all at once. There will need to be a prioritization of where
limited resources are spent, and to which applications AI will have the most cost effective (or impactful)
result. Second, AI (as an evolution from ML) lives and breathes on the data that it is fed. In the future
where AI permeates military technology, it needs to have clear victory conditions defined, and a data set
that identifies the “wins” from the “losses”. Most military conflicts occur in new political, social,
informational, and geographic terrains and with new problems over the last one. Figuring out how to
train an AI for those situations with minimal data will pose a substantial challenge.
The wargame mechanics presented below aim to both overcome and identify the challenges listed
above. They will help us highlight and understand the challenges and requirements of implementing AI
in the future conflict. While this wargame mechanic is unlikely to show the positive impacts that
implanting an AI can have in a wargame, it will show the flexibility of general AI and the development
challenges that will exist to its implementation.

Human in the Box: Mechanics
Introduction
Note that the mechanics for running AI in a wargame presented here are not in and of themselves a
wargame. They are instead mechanics for AI that can be executed in any wargame. Thus, they require a
complete wargame to attach them to. When an AI algorithm is required or relied upon for use in the
wargame, this mechanic should be implemented. There should be one independent and unique
implementation of this mechanic for each AI system represented in the wargame. For example, two
different missile systems with different AI designators should have separate implementations of this
mechanic because the creation of each of the AI systems themselves are dependent on different and
unique data sets, models, outcomes, and decision processes.

Overview
Since AI is intended to artificially replicate an actual intelligence, which is generally modeled on a human
being, the optimal representation of an AI is in fact a human being. This wargame mechanic uses a
human intelligence to represent each artificial intelligence system within a wargame. This human
intelligence, however, must be placed in a separate room without access to any part of the wargame
conduct not expressly granted by the control cell80. They must be provided only with the information
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that would be available to the AI up to and until the time of a request for output. When the AI in the
wargame must make a decision regarding what would affect gameplay, the players or the wargame
control cell must ask the human intelligence for how it would act in the situation presented. The human
intelligence should be provided with any information that would be available to the AI, and then allowed
to present the outcome of its decision.
In an optimal situation, the human intelligence is not provided any prior knowledge or context regarding
the purpose, method, or conduct of the wargame. In this way, the players and analysts supporting the
game can fully capture all the pieces of data, training, and communications required by the wargamed
AI to make the requested decisions.
I accept that computer algorithms and any future artificial intelligence would generally be capable of
processing technical details at a faster rate than most human intelligences. However, since wargames
have flexibility to speed up or slow down time as desired, the difference in the time it would take for a
human intelligence to process vast amount of complex information and the time it would take a
computer to do the same task can simply be absorbed into the wargame’s flexibility in the flow of time.
What a human intelligence lacks in speed, however, it makes up in an ability to understand requests
from the players or control cell. They typically have a well-practiced natural language processing
capability. Players and controls, instead of presenting all the technical details that the AI system would
receive, can instead present to the humans the “summary” that could be derived from whatever
wargame abstractions are used within this game. Thus, this method ensures minimal misunderstandings
between the players of the wargame and the human intelligence representing the AI system in the
wargame.
To avoid accusations of cruelty levied against the players and control cell of a wargame implementing a
human in the box mechanic for AI, it is encouraged to provide the human intelligence with an ample
supply of food, caffeinated beverages, and other forms of entertainment when they are not actively
providing wargame inputs.

Setup Phase
During this phase, the play area for the human in the box wargame, as well as the required materials,
are acquired and arranged.
For each implementation of a unique AI system in the wargame, create a separate, enclosed space near
the main wargame area. The enclosed space should not be within eyesight or earshot of the main area.
This is to ensure that the only information that can pass to the AI is that which has been provided to it.
Each space should be clearly marked as to which AI system it represents. The space should contain at
least one chair and at least one table81, but should not contain any reference information or access to
reference information about the wargame. A computer terminal with internet access can be provided,
but this should only occur if the AI system being represented would typically be allowed to crawl the
web for information.

passes a Reverse Turing Test, in which a human observer identifies (with a wargame’s level of precision) a human
as a machine.
81
This is to support the needs of the human intelligence that will populate it, not because it represents anything
AI-related.
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For each implementation of a unique AI system in the wargame, recruit one human intelligence to play
the role of the AI. The human intelligence should be given no information about the wargame that is to
be played. They should be instructed that they will be representing an AI within the context of a
wargame, and that they are to make the best decisions that they can with the information that is
provided to them. Any and all information provided to the human intelligence must be done within the
context of the wargame itself. The human intelligence should be placed inside of the designated
enclosed space for that AI and asked not to approach the main area of the wargame.

Initialization Phase
During this phase, the human intelligence is initialized and educated to the point where players
implementing the AI within the wargame are comfortable relying on it for decisions. This phase may also
be called the “Training Phase”.
At this time, the teams that created the AI in the wargame must provide the human intelligence with the
information that the human intelligence needs in order to answer questions related to the AI’s purpose.
In order to minimize the required for this phase, the players should provide the human intelligence with
the minimum amount of information required to make the decisions that will be asked of the AI. For
narrowly scoped AI systems, this can be as simple as showing the human intelligence a picture of an
object and asking them to pick other similar pictures when presented with a set of options. For more
complicated AI systems, the human intelligence should be provided with information indicating the
kinds of problems that it will be asked to solve and provided with tools necessary to solve – and learn
how to solve – the problem.
The benefit of using a human intelligence is that it can query and respond via natural language
processing when it is aware that it has insufficient information to solve the class of problems presented.
The human intelligence can also use other ancillary information that it has learned prior to its current
state to request materials and resources that may be useful in its ability to solve specific problems when
asked. While this is clearly an abstraction for the purposes of this wargame – a real AI system will likely
not be able to query for unknown pieces of information – we allow it in order to facilitate and accelerate
gameplay.
At the end of the initialization phase, the human intelligence should have a clear understanding of the
kind of problems that it will be asked to solve and have available to it a selection of resources that it can
use to solve said problem.

Execution Phase
During this phase, the main wargame is executed and the human intelligence provides the actions for the
AI system in the wargame.
During the wargame, access to the human intelligence portraying the AI should be restricted by the
control cell to a degree relative to the player’s direct access to the AI. For example, if the AI is a
command and control AI located in the player’s headquarters, they should have essentially unrestricted
access to query the human intelligence for an answer and also be able to provide it with additional
information as requested/desired. If the AI system is within the seeker of an advanced warhead, the
players should not be able to provide or receive information from the human intelligence. Instead, the
control cell should provide updates to the human intelligence only to the extent that such information
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would be available to the AI system. Further, the control cell should ask for explicit answers to questions
regarding the actions of the AI system in the game.
To facilitate play of the wargame, the queries to the human intelligence do not need to include every
instruction that the AI system would be expected to provide, only the ultimate result. While an AI
system might direct a torpedo to turn left or right every few yards, the human intelligence should simply
be asked what the appropriate target is given the information provided to the sensors. Based on the
training that the human intelligence received, and the instructions that it was given when asked to make
the decision the human intelligence should provide a broad description that is interpreted by the control
cell. The control cell should then use the human intelligence’s intent to determine the probability that
an AI system would be able to execute that intent given the physical limitations and environment (of
which the AI system may not be aware). For example, training for an AI torpedo might include sonar
images of the draft of a number of ships, descriptions about how different ships present different types
of sonar signatures, and other ways to discriminate between friendly and enemy assets. Players might
instruct their AI to “hit the enemy carrier”. The human intelligence can then tell the control cell what
characteristics it thinks, based on its training, would represent an “enemy carrier”, and the control cell
can then decide the probability that the AI in the torpedo will hit the enemy carrier, a passing whale, or
the ship that fired it.
In the event that the request to the human intelligence is something that cannot be answered quickly,
the control cell should be willing to give the human intelligence extra time to provide an answer to
reflect the rapid processing capabilities of modern computers. However, time and processing power
constraints can and will be limited in AI systems in the future as well. Thus, the control cell should feel
empowered to force the human intelligence to make a decision within a specified amount of time. If no
answer is provided, the AI system in the game simply does not execute any actions.
During the Execution Phase, it is possible for the opposing team to corrupt or provide false data to an AI
system. This should be facilitated through the control cell. If an opposing team can maintain access to an
adversary’s AI system they should be allowed, through the control cell, to query the AI for responses to
information provided. They may also be able to inject false information to the system, providing it as a
permanent reference for the human intelligence to use in its decision making. If the opposing team uses
“AI Stickers” or other methods that can corrupt the processing of an AI, the control cell should
manipulate the input to the human intelligence, e.g., showing them a picture of a banana instead of a
warship and ask it to designate an appropriate spot on the flight deck to target. If the opposing team
instead decides to erase the AI system, and the controlling team does not have a backup in place, a new
human intelligence should be recruited. Return to the Initialization Phase.

Human in the Box: Tradeoffs
This method of wargaming AI is not meant to identify the utility and value of AI in a conflict. Instead, it is
meant to highlight the challenges and limitations that AI imposes on the commanders and trainers. It
should highlight:
1. The amount and kinds of information needed by an AI in the situation that they are used;
2. The fact that commanders are designating another entity to make decisions for them; the trust
that such a choice requires; and the limitations that it can have.
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3. Opportunities for exploitation of the AI system by the other teams; both teams should develop
strategies to exploit or co-opt the opposing team’s AI.
4. The level of training required to make an AI useful.
Thus, I would expect this kind of wargame to be used not by those interested in programmatics and
determining what kind of AI is the “best” one in which to invest, or those trying to espouse how AI will
change the war of the future. Instead, this kind wargame should be used by those trying to understand
how AI will increase the complexities of decision making in the moment, understanding the
dependencies that that AI system brings with it into the conflict, and the limitations of that any AI
system will bring with it.

Conclusions
“Do you rule the universe?” said Zaphod. “I try not to“, he said.
…
“I say what occurs to me to say when I think I hear people say things. More I cannot
say.”
The Ruler of the Universe
from “The Restaurant at the End of the Universe”
by Douglas Adams

A human in the box wargame would reduce the pace of your average wargame considerably. And would
create a not-inconsequential amount of frustration and boredom in the human intelligence representing
the AI system. However, even a short exploration of the concept in a seminar game for an individual
system may help “AI dreamers” who want to “sprinkle a little on everything” understand that there are
subtleties and nuances to AI that make it more complicated than simply “making everything a little
better.” It can help scientists, engineers, and operators communicate clearly about information
exchange requirements for the system, highlight challenges and opportunities in training requirements,
and perhaps help players instead focus on the subset of AI systems that are useful, effective, and
attainable. Plus, it may even help operators communicate what kinds of decision aids they need today,
which may help scientists and engineers identify tools that can bring those to the battlefield
commanders without the need for a general artificial intelligence.
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Games, Game Theory, and Artificial Intelligence:
John T. Hanley, Jr. Ph.D.
Abstract
Playing games is a natural animal and human activity for exploring possibilities and gaining skills.
The introduction of Kriegspiel in the early nineteenth century provided a powerful technique for games
designed explicitly for planning and informing decisions. The use of such operational gaming expanded
beyond the military to broader policy games for government and commercial use over the next two
centuries. How to play games better led to the development of game theory as a basis for rational
decisions and rational action. John von Neumann found a unique saddle point minimax solution for twoperson, zero-sum games (where one gains what the opponent loses) in 1928. Working with Oskar
Morgenstern on more complicated strategic social and economic situations involving both competition
and cooperation, they developed game theoretic solution concepts where acting irrationally left possible
gains that other players could reap. Experimental gaming has demonstrated that humans often have
difficulty recognizing the rational solutions that game theory describes. The development of computers
and studying how computers might think and learn beginning in the 1940s resulted in coining the term
artificial intelligence (AI) in the 1950s. Using game theory’s minimax, an early demonstration of what was
coined as machine learning demonstrated success in a program that could beat humans at checkers in
1959. With more powerful computers and advancing AI techniques, programs have now been developed
that can beat humans at chess, Go, and other more complicated two-person, zero-sum games. Recent
efforts have moved to address more complex games with no clear winning strategy and large action
spaces. Absent the kind of well-defined concepts for what constitutes a solution provided by game theory,
how AI will provide rational decision for rational action is an open question. Advancing the state of AI will
require a cycle of learning involving study, gaming, and field exercises that made gaming so useful for the
military in the past.

Introduction
Playing games is a natural activity for humans and other animals to make sense of, explore,
experiment, and adapt to their environment.82 The lusory play-mood of games encourages players to
project imagination beyond their current physical circumstances, thus promoting creativity and
innovation. Going beyond the physical to the metaphysical, from prehistory on, games have played roles
in ritual, and animal bones have been used for both divination and early games of chance. The ancient
Egyptians played chess-like board games using dice, presumably abstractions representing battle as were
used by all advanced ancient societies.83
With the exception of cards coming from ninth century China to Europe around 1350,84 games in
different societies remained more similar that different until the Scientific Revolution in the seventeenth
century where diplomat-scientist-philosopher-mathematician Gottfried Wilhelm (von) Leibniz combined
the manipulation of symbols in language and games as a basis for logical truth, and wrote a paper
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anticipating computer languages. Leibniz sought to bring similar logical processes to his war game designs.
He proposed a “German military system” in which:
Newly invented war game, colonels and captains, also other commanders practice it
instead of the chessboard and card game, and come to greater science, speed and
invention [emphasized in original]; one could represent with certain game pieces
certain battles and skirmishes, also the position of the , and the lay of the land, both
at one’s discretion and from history, for example if one wanted to play the Battle of
Lützen, the skirmish with the French at Eisisheim and other historical events; thereby
on would often find what others missed and how we could gain wisdom from the
losses of our forerunners.85
The Prussian Kriegsakademie, founded by General Gerhard von Scharnhorst in 1801, eventually
established such a system and adopted the von Reiswitzs’ Kriegspiel adopted in 1824.
Contemporaneously, patrician and merchant Christopher Weikhmann developed the chess-like
Newly Invented Great King’s Game as an means to derive a “state and war council,” whereby “the most
necessary political and military axiomata, rules and ways of playing … without great effort and the reading
of many books, are shown and presented as if in a compendio” to those who studied the game diligently.86
Leibnitz’s and Weikhmann’s efforts were the first to make abstract gaming used for entertainment and
improving strategic intuition into games for operational planning and decisions.
Scharnhorst’s approach to military science and Prussian successes in the 1886 war against Austria
and 1870-1871 war against France led to widespread adoption of their processes as war colleges and
gaming proliferated among major military powers. Before World War I, a British political game contributed
to the formation of the Triple Entante between the U.K., France, and Russia. Gaming demonstrated the
weaknesses in the German war plans in the west and the Russian war plans in the east. The gaming and
exercises conducted by the Germans between the World Wars laid the foundations for the rapid
expansion of Wehrmacht beyond the limits set in the treaty ending World War I and their victories early
in World War II. In 1940, Soviet gaming again demonstrated weaknesses in their plans, but they were too
slow to reorganize and adapt. Similarly, early Japanese victories in World War II followed the course of
their games. U.S. Navy gaming and exercises led to a deep appreciation of the upcoming war in the Pacific,
contributing to winning the war.
War gaming did not have the same salience immediately following World War II as U.S. and Soviet
war colleges turned to harvesting the lessons of the war and German and Japanese forces were restricted
in their activities. However, business and government policy makers found operational gaming “a
powerful method for simultaneously mastering complexity, enhancing communication, stimulating
creativity, and contributing to consensus and a commitment to action.”87 The mathematics of Operations
Research developed and employed during WWII displaced much of the U.S. military analytic effort that
had gone into war gaming, and accelerated with the development of computers. However, during the
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1980s war gaming at the Naval War College and fleet exercises played a similar role in the development
and implementation of the Maritime Strategy as it had during the interwar years.88
In addition to mathematical programming for optimization and stochastic processes that formed
the core of the Operations Research discipline, game theory and computer science further developed
during World War II. Twentieth century mathematicians studied ways to play chess better. This led to
John von Neumann proving a saddle-point minimax strategy as the best solution for two-person zero-sum
games in 1928, and with Oskar Morgenstern publishing a comprehensive Theory of Games and Economic
Behavior in 1944 extending the theory to cooperative and non-cooperative games other than constant
sum, and with more than two people.
Computer advances and Alan Turing’s writings on “thinking machines” led to a conference at
Dartmouth College in 1956 where the term artificial intelligence (AI) was coined. Early work on AI explored
neural nets and machine learning. By 1959, Arthur Samuel had developed a machine that could beat him
at checkers using game theory as the basis for rational choice and clever techniques.89 Since then, game
theory has played a major role in machine learning and electronic commercial games. Artificial intelligence
has gone through several waves of enthusiasm and disappointment.90 With recent successes in machine
learning with algorithms that can beat humans at Go and the Department of Defense’s interest in AI,
another wave is cresting. AI is finding many uses in areas from designing drugs to robots to social control
in China and will have many commercial successes. However, game theory is key to understanding the
kinds of problems having well founded solution concepts, and where to expect problems in AI used to
inform decisions in situations involving competition and cooperation.

A game theory primer for gamers
Game theory provides an “elaborate mathematical development centered solely in the social
sciences.”91 It begins with utility theory to provide an approach for quantifying the value of known, certain
outcomes for each individual.92

Types of games
Reflecting their interest in economic and social coalitions, von Neumann and Morgenstern
distinguished between “inessential” games in which coalitions and side-payments between partners play
no role, and “essential” games where they do. Inessential games include two-person, zero-sum games
where one person gains what the other loses, and two-person, non-zero-sum non-cooperative games
where the sum of the outcomes for the players is not zero, making them not strictly competitive, and
where mutual gain is always a possibility, but no pre-play communication between players is permitted.
In repeated plays of the second type, observing the other player’s choices provides a means for signaling
within the game, but no other messages may be sent.
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Essential games include two-person cooperative games where pre-play messages are transmitted
without distortion, all agreements are binding and enforceable by the rules of the game, and a player’s
evaluations of the outcomes are not affected by the pre-play negotiations; and n-person games where
going beyond two people allows for the formation of coalitions.93 Where assumptions about pre-play
negotiations or other communications not affecting the evaluation of outcomes are too strong, one can
revise the formulation of the game to explicitly include negotiations and communications, thought coding
written and verbal language, expressions, and behavior are a challenge for any quantitative method.

Information conditions
The information that each player, and umpires, have performs a determinative role in game
theory to the point that changing the information conditions changes the game. The information
conditions address what information is available to each player at every stage of the game, what is the
role of a player being informed about the other player’s strategy, and about the entire theory of the
game.94
Complete information: To “divide the difficulties” of assuming otherwise, von Neumann and
Morgenstern assumed that the subjects under consideration “are completely informed about the physical
characteristics of the situation in which they operate and are able to perform all statistical, mathematical,
etc. operations which this knowledge makes possible.”95 Incomplete information is where this assumption
does not apply.
Perfect information: Where at every point of time during the play of a game each player with a
decision to make knows all of the previous moves of the other players when making a move. Chess is an
example of a game with perfect information.96 Simultaneous moves where previous moves are known
provides ‘almost perfect’ information. Lacking perfect information, players need to randomize their
decisions to achieve the best outcomes.97
Imperfect recall: In games like Bridge players decide upon their bids not knowing the contents of
their partner’s hand. Games involving teams representing a player may not know of moves other
teammates have made or the information on which those moves were based. In games with imperfect
recall, players may need to make a random choice of strategy at the beginning of play, so that the actions
of their agents will be properly correlated. In games with perfect recall, randomizing decisions can be
deferred until actual decision points are reached. Mixed strategies of this kind with on the spot
randomizations are called ‘behavioral strategies’ in the literature, and are far easier to work with, both in
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theory and practice, than general mixed strategies.98 Imperfect recall leads to ‘direct’ signaling in Bridge
as opposed to ‘inverted signaling,’ or bluffing, in Poker.99
Game theory primarily treats exogenous uncertainty from random processes as ‘nature’s moves.’
For calculation, it treats the associated probabilities as known. Decision theories make greater distinctions
between decisions under ‘risk’ where probabilities are known, and uncertainty where the probabilities
are more subjective.100

Game-theoretic forms
The theory provides for three forms to represent a game: extensive, strategic (or normal) form,
and the characteristic function. The first level of application of game theoretic analysis is in the selection
of which way to represent the game.

Extensive form
Modeling games in extensive form captures the timing of the players' moves relative to relevant
events and representations of what the players knew about other's choices when they selected their
move. Figure 2 illustrates two simple games in extensive form involving players Red (R) and Blue (B)
making sequential moves in 1a, where Blue knows Red's choice when making its move, and
“simultaneous” moves in 1b, where both sides select their move without knowing the other's choice.101
For simplicity, these games represent Red having three and Blue having two alternatives, one “branch”
representing each alternative. A move involves choosing one of the possible alternatives.
A strategy in game theory means a complete description of how a player intends to play a game,
from the beginning to the end. “The test of completeness of a strategy is whether it provides for all
contingencies that can arise, so that a secretary or agent or programmed computer could play the game
on behalf of the original player, without having to return for instructions.”102 In policy making and the
military the term course of action (COA) represents following one path down the game tree. COA is used
below to avoid confusion with other concepts of strategy.
The alternatives are numbered and the outcomes indicated with subscripts relating to the player's
choice of that alternative; e.g. OIJ indicates the outcome should Red select COA i and Blue select its COA
j. The payoffs to Red and Blue are indicated similarly by Rij and Bij respectively. The payoffs are the value
(utility) of the outcome to each player.103 Should the value of all outcomes be equal and opposite for Red
and Blue (i.e. Rij = -Bij for all Red COAs i and Blue COAs j), the game would be zero-sum. In general, though
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some situations, such as winning or losing a duel, may be usefully modeled as a zero-sum game, the more
considerations involved in the outcome, the less valuable modeling the game as zero-sum is likely to be.
Figure 2b also illustrates two ways for representing simultaneous moves, and the information
available to players when they chose their next move. The bubble (ellipse) around the positions at which
Blue selects its move indicates that Blue does not know which move Red has selected when it makes its
choice. The set of points enclosed is called an information set.104 For simultaneous moves the information
set consists of one point. The lower figure is an alternative representation of Blue with one information
set that shows it is the equivalent of the players choosing simultaneously among their alternatives.
In a game with more than two players, the sequence of player alternatives and moves is
represented adding to the detail above. Nature and game adjudicator decisions are treated similarly to a
player, representing their adjudications as moves in the game.

Figure 1: Games in extensive (tree) form
The positional form is a variant of the extensive form useful for reducing redundancy in the many
games such a Checkers, Chess or Go where pieces can reach the same physical positions through various
sequences of moves and the history of the game is not relevant to the play. A directed graph, network
structure, allowing different lines of play to merge is one way to capture the moves in such a game. Since
the positions of the pieces are used to evaluate future moves in machine learning and artificial
intelligence, the positional form may save computations. This form resembles a flow diagram for a
computer program. As with computers, loops can result in moves of infinite duration. Chance and
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simultaneous moves can be treated as before, but all nodes with multiple incoming edges are assumed to
have the same information. Most positional games in the literature have perfect or almost perfect
information. Also, players may make a different choice when re-arriving at a node, complicating the
enumeration of strategies. “Stationary strategies’ are where the player uses selects the same alternative
at each opportunity to move. In games like Monopoly arriving at a position leads to a ‘spot payment,’
which when summed up leads to ruin or survival. The chance events associated with the roll of dice make
the game stochastic.105

Strategic Form
If the focus of the analysis is on strategy and payoffs, representing a game in strategic form may
be more useful than the extensive form. A two-person game in strategic form (also called the normal
form) is represented as a two-dimensional matrix. Each player represents a dimension, requiring games
with three players to be drawn as cubes, and games with more than three players being even more
challenging to illustrate. Figure 3 illustrates the same games as figure 2, but in strategic form.

Figure 2: Game in strategic, or normal, form
Going to the strategic from the extensive form loses many details of the move sequence and
information structure. However, the strategic form of these simple games shows the importance of
intelligence of the other players move. Blue has many more COAs available when acting with knowledge
of Red's COA than without that knowledge. Here the strategies, or COAs, available to Blue going from the
simultaneous to the sequential game go from selecting either COA 1 or 2 to selecting among eight along
the lines of (1,1);(1,2);(1,3), which means Blue selects 1 if Red selects 1; Blue selects 2 if Red selects 1;
Blue selects 3 if Red selects 1, etc. In general, the number of Blue’s strategies is the number of its
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alternatives raised to the power of number information sets at the point of choice. Transitioning from a
multi-move game in extensive form to one in strategic form requires careful book keeping. Accounting for
all of the combinations of possible COAs in games with many moves is daunting and produces very large
matrices.

Characteristic Function
In considering cooperation among more than two players in his original work on game theory in
1928, Von Neumann formulated the notion of a characteristic function that assigns a value to every
coalition that can be formed in a game.106 Table 1 illustrates such a game with three players. V(i) indicates
the value that player i could achieve acting alone. V(ij) indicates the value that players i and j could achieve
acting together in a coalition. V(123) indicates the value that all three players could receive if they all
participated in a coalition. The characteristic function is a pre-solution, as matters of how the players
should share the gains from a coalition require further analysis. This form leaves behind all questions of
tactics, information, and physical transactions to deal with essential features of n-person problems. This
form must be modified or abandoned when addressing strategic with coalitional questions.107
Table 2: Game in characteristic form
V(1) = 1

V(2) = 1

V(3) = 2

V(12) = 4

V(13) = 4

V(23) = 7

V(123) = 11

Solution concepts
In introducing their theory of games and economic behavior, von Neumann and Morgenstern
devoted careful attention to their meaning of a solution concept.108 Game theoretic solution concepts
involve mathematically complete principles of ‘rational behavior’ for the participants in a social economy
to derive general characteristics of that behavior. To allow mathematical treatment, ‘rational behavior’
involves maximizing individual ‘utility,’ as formulated for the theory. The definition of a solution:
must be precise and exhaustive in order to make a mathematical treatment possible.
The construct must not be unduly complicated, so that the mathematical treatment
can be brought beyond the mere formalism to the point where it yields complete
numerical results. Similarity to reality is needed to make the operation significant.
And this similarity must usually be restricted to a few traits deemed “essential” pro
tempore – since otherwise the above requirements would conflict with each other.
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Recognizing the difficulty of finding principles valid in all situations, they sought to find solutions
for some special cases.
The concept of a solution “is plausibly a set of rules for each participant which tell him how to
behave in every situation that may conceivably arise.” These rules account for the irrational conduct on
the part of others in the sense that irrational conduct produces less utility for that participant than rational
behavior would have. Using utility, the solution summarizes how much the participant under
consideration could get by behaving ‘rationally,’ recognizing that more could be obtained if other
participants behaved irrationally.
Ideally, the game would lead to a solution that had just one set of payoffs.109 In his 1928 paper
von Neumann proved that two-person, zero-sum games have a saddle-point where the minimizing the
maximum (the minimax) that one player receives equals maximizing the minimum (the max-min) that the
other player receives. Realizing this point may require randomizing between two strategies rather than
adopting a single strategy. But this solution only occurs in two-person zero-sum games.
Moving on to two-person variable sum, then to more than two people (which allows cooperation
against the third party – leads to multiple sets, and sets of sets, of feasible payoffs for each player.110 A
dominant strategy is where one player can achieve their goals no matter what other players do presents
an obvious choice. However, that rarely occurs. Nash equilibria, named after John Nash, where no player
can improve their position given the other players’ choices is another common aspect of a solution, but
multiple equilibria in a game is not uncommon.111 In general, though concepts for solutions to all types of
games exist, as one moves from two-person, zero-sum games the possible solutions are not unique and
additional rules for what constitutes a solution must be added, which limits the solution to cases where
that set of rules applies.112
To summarize, game theory solutions are mathematical constructs. Game theoretic solutions
deduce the set of outcomes that are consistent with the embedded assumptions about individual and
group behavior.113 “As long as the logic is sound, a solution cannot be wrong per se. However, a solution
can be irrelevant in the sense that it fails to provide reasonable normative advice and is of little use in
predicting behavior.”114 Game theorists understand that “multi-person games cannot be properly
analyzed or solved until adequate information is provided about the social climate – in particular, about
the possibilities for communication, compensation, commitment, and trust. Given this sociological
information, one can proceed to the selection of a suitable solution concept.”115 An accurate criticism of
game-theoretic solutions, as with other mathematical models, is that this may not be possible without far
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more detailed knowledge than is usually available, and then the solution applies only to the narrow set of
conditions modeled.
Experimentation provides some insight into the relevance of various solution concepts. Game
theory provides a theoretical framework for extending experimental psychology to interpersonal and
social relations. The theory provides constructs that sharpen concepts of “conflict and co-operation, trust
and suspicion, power of bargaining, balance of bargaining advantage, and equity …”116 Experiments
identify actual norms of behavior. “The game theory is extremely useful in setting up the game, but the
running of the game is our means to explore behavior.”117

Experimenting with games and results
Designing and using games in the study of game theory and social behavior dates from the early
1950s. At Princeton graduate students including John Nash, Lloyd Shapley and Martin Shubik informally
discussed the use of games in the study of game theory and devised “so long sucker” to illustrate the vital
roles of coalition formation and double-crossing.118 Shubik also created the “dollar auction” as a
demonstration of escalation. In this game both the winning bidder and the second highest bidder have to
pay their bids for the dollar. The game is a way for instructors to make some money on the side while
teaching game theory.
The scope of experimentation includes attempts to directly verify the worth of various gametheoretic solution concepts for relatively abstract games; social psychological experimentation; the study
of behavioral characteristics of individuals in loosely structure games; the analysis of human factors;
logistics and military research for large operational games, and the investigation of social factors and basic
learning procedures in the study of the effectiveness of gaming for teaching.119 Experimental gaming has
been used with success in psychology and economics, and to a lesser extent in organizational theory and
political science.120

Classic 2x2 non-constant-sum games
Because 2 × 2 games are relatively few in number and can be used to illustrate several of the
paradoxes involving the relationship between individual isolated and interactive behavior, they are
frequently used in experimentation.121 Some of the 2 × 2 games have been given names. Classic among
these games are the Prisoners’ Dilemma, the Battle of the Sexes, and the game of Chicken.
Prisoner’s Dilemma is a game where two completely rational individuals might not cooperate,
even though cooperation would produce a better outcome. The story that goes with the game is that two
members of a criminal gang are arrested and imprisoned. The prisoners are separated with no means of
communicating with the other. The prosecutors lack sufficient evidence to convict the pair on the principal
charge, but they have enough to convict both on a lesser charge. Simultaneously the prosecutors offer
each prisoner a bargain. Each prisoner is given the opportunity to either betray the other by testifying
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that the other committed the crime, or to cooperate with the other by remaining silent. The possible
outcomes are:
●

If R and B each betray the other, each of them serves two years in prison

●

If R betrays B but B remains silent, R will be set free and B will serve three years in prison
(and vice versa)

●

If A and B both remain silent, both of them will serve only one year in prison (on the lesser
charge)

In strategic form the matrix is as shown in table 2 with representative payoffs.
Table 3: Prisoner's Dilemma payoff matrix
B remains silent

B betrays R

R remains silent

-1, -1

-3, 0

R betrays B

0, -3

-2, -2

The game demonstrates where choosing what is individually rational provides other than what
may be considered a socially rational outcome. The only non-cooperative equilibrium for the Prisoner’s
Dilemma is for both to betray each other, since that is the least bad outcome given that neither knows
what the other will do. The prisoners would be better off with cooperation.
In the Battle of the Sexes a man and a woman must agree on one of two possible activities (such
as which movie to see) where their preferences differ. If they do not agree, they do neither activity, but
are unhappy with each other. Table 3 shows a payoff matrix of the value to them for going to her movie,
his movie, or disagreeing and not going out.
Table 4: Battle of the Sexes payoff matrix
Choose her movie Choose his movie
Choose her movie

2, 1

-1, -1

Choose his movie

-1, -1

1, 2

In the Game of Chicken two hot-rodders drive towards each other on a collision course. If they
stay on course, they both crash. If one veers and the other stays on course the later “wins” and the former
is chicken. If both veer their mutual shame cancels out. Table 4 shows representative payoffs.
Table 5: Game of Chicken payoff matrix
Stay on course
Stay on course

-10, -10

Veer
5, -5
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Veer

-5, 5

0, 0

Control and Context
The participants in the experiments are individuals, often students, “who come equipped with
social conditioning, language and memory of individual experience. When they come to an experiment
their memories and conditioning cannot be wiped out.” In their work on game theory Shapley and Shubik
suggested that the condition of “external symmetry” be made explicit in game models.122 This condition
indicates that unless explicitly modeled otherwise, all aspects of the players are assumed to be the same.
In fact, they never are. At best the experimenter can suggest that as a first order approximation the
individuals are sufficiently similar. When little in the way of context is provided, the influence of
differences in wording instructions is magnified.
Von Neumann began his explorations into game theory by illustrating a completely rational
solution to a zero-sum game. Thus, from experimental data on zero-sum games one can draw conclusions
about how the actual behavior of people departs from rationality in a completely competitive situation.
However, “Even at the level of two-person zero-sum games context and professional training appear to
be relevant. An early PhD thesis of R. I. Simon (1967) utilized business school and military science majors
playing a two-person, zero-sum game with three scenarios for the quantitatively same game. One scenario
was based on business, one was military and one was abstract. Different results were obtained in all
instances.” That said, “The pure strategy saddle point when it exists provides a reasonably good prediction
of how people behave.”123
An extensive literature exists on cooperation in repeated plays of the Prisoner’s Dilemma. Other
experiments used different communication conditions (no communication, communication, reversible
decision, and non-simultaneous decisions) and three orientations (cooperative emphasizing joint
maximization, individualistic where each player was told to look out for himself, competitive where each
player was made to feel that he played against the other). Results of the experimentation demonstrated
the value of communication and performing a trusting act in achieving cooperation, though betrayal
continued to occur in all communication conditions. Players’ orientations also significantly affected their
choices, as did the presence of an “obnoxious” person present as an observer.124
One set of experiments involved showing students the payoff matrices of the three classical
games without descriptions of the choices and having them assign the three names to the matrices. There
appears to be some support that “numbers tell a story” for the Battle of the Sexes but little for the
Prisoner’s Dilemma or the Game of Chicken. After the students were told of the names of the games,
they for the most part agreed that the names were “reasonable.” But the percentage of correct guesses
indicated at best a fairly weak association.125 Experiments changing the name of the Prisoner’s Dilemma
have produced different levels of cooperation and betrayal.
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Interpersonal comparison
The three games above have symmetric payoffs for the players. Experiments routinely
demonstrate that payoffs that are not symmetric, though strategically equivalent in having the same
equilibrium point (such as multiplying one player’s payoffs by 100), affects choice as players compare
their payoffs to others rather than choosing what strategy guarantees their best outcome.126 Choosing
based upon the difference in payoffs changes a two-person, non-zero-sum game into zero-sum.

Tacit Communications
Recognizing the limitations of the assumptions of game theory and focused on situations involving
mixed motivations for competition and cooperation, Thomas Schelling sought to extend game theory into
a theory of interdependent decision. He experimented with situations where the players had common or
differing interests, and where they could not communicate or could explicitly bargain. He found that even
without communication people could “often concert their intentions or expectations with others if each
knew the other was trying to do the same.”127 Schelling concluded that in situations where collaboration
is advantageous, even where conflict of interest is also present but where direct bargaining is impossible,
tacit agreements will take place, provided the two parties can seize on some prominent, preferably unique
feature of the situation, which one has reason to believe the other will also seize upon. Also, significantly,
the impossibility of explicit bargaining precludes quantitative compromises, typical of the results of
haggling. Even with explicit bargaining, the ‘solutions’ that people arrive at involve some special feature
of the situation, such as status quo ante. Rather than a continuous range of possibilities from most to least
advantageous for either side, people are better able to recognize qualitative rather than quantitative
differences that are lumpy and discrete.
Using game theory, repeating a 2 x 2 game once produces an 8 x 8 matrix of strategies. The size
of the matrix grows dramatically with each repetition of play. Providing the players with a large matrix of
strategies to decide on their course of action is not the same as having them repeatedly play the game,
where their play provides a form of tacit communication.128
Recent research shows that human’s ability to detect patterns stems in part from the brain’s goal
to represent things in the simplest way possible, balancing accuracy with simplicity when making
decisions. Errors in making sense of patterns are essential to getting a glimpse of the bigger picture, as
when looking closely at a pointillist painting, and then stepping back to get a sense of the overall
structure.129 This theme of balancing the level of detail to arrive at an appropriate scale for identifying
patterns is a common theme in language, play, gaming, mathematics, and studying emergence in complex
adaptive systems.

Cooperative games and coalitions
Three-person nonconstant-sum games provide many ways to form coalitions and divide the
proceeds of coalitions that are formed. The characteristic function describes the value of each possible
coalition and feasible divisions of the proceeds. Game theory provides many possible solutions for dividing
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the proceeds, making these games a rich source for experimenting with the merit of the various solutions.
In general, when the set of feasible divisions is large, players select a feasible solution. The smaller this
set, the less often players select a feasible solution.130

Artificial Intelligence
Continuing his work in set theory, von Neumann’s development of game theory followed Ernest
Zermelo, Emile Borel, and others’ efforts seeking mathematical approaches for determining a method of
play better than all others in chess and other games without any reference to psychology.131 As the speed
of computations has increased, computers have been used to experiment on better ways of playing
games. One prominent view defines artificial intelligence as “the study and construction of rational
agents,” thus establishing the connection to game theory when multiple agents are involved.132
Working on the Defense Calculator in 1952, John Holland and his colleague Arthur Samuel found
that the computer opened possibilities for exploring models far beyond what could be done with pencil,
paper, and an adding machine.133 They aimed to write programs that could learn as their calculations
explored alternatives, that would allow them to tell the computer what to do without telling it how to do
it. Holland attacked the problem through the metaphor of neural nets while Samuel developed a
technique he named Machine Learning. Following the work of von Neuman and others on chess, they
chose to look at board games; in this case Checkers.
Rather than following the neural net approach of trying to understand how humans make
decisions, Samuel chose to focus on winning strategies. The novelty of his approach was in identifying and
assigning weights to features of the game (e.g. pieces ahead, kings, penetration), anticipating the
opponent’s moves, looking ahead several moves to adjust the weights assigned to match a future state of
the game, and work towards a minimax outcome, minimizing the maximum damage that the opponent
can inflict. Bootstrapping by having the checkersplayer play against itself was an additional technique. By
1959 he had produced a program that could beat him at checkers. Though computational capacities and
speeds have increased geometrically consistent with Moore’s Law, Samuels technique provides the
foundations for current Machine Learning.
Computer competitions have determined better schemes for playing an iterated Prisoner’s
Dilemma and test ideas for teamwork in general agent systems.134 Building on the success of IBM’s Deep
Blue, programs on commercial software now can defeat even the most talented human chess players.
Recently, Google’s AlphaZero has outperformed both humans and other programs in playing the games
of Go, Chess, and Shogi (a Japanese form of chess) as efforts to apply machine learning to a broader range
of subjects have accelerated. Unlike previous prototypes like AlphaGo, the program iterates using the
rules of the game rather than attempting to mimic natural, human game play. However, changing the
rules mid-game flummoxes the program.135
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To address games where no best strategy exists, such as rock-paper-scissors, imperfect
information, actions that pay off only after many moves, continuous play rather than alternate turns, and
a large action space, AlphaStar took on the challenge of playing StarCraft II. Beginning with strategies
derived from human play and using a set of reinforcement learning techniques, Long-Short Term Memory
and other techniques, AlphaStar was able to defeat top human players. Like Samuel’s checkersplayer,
AlphaStar discards risky strategies to find approaches that are least likely to go wrong, thus improving the
safety and robustness of the AI. The final AlphaStar agent employs a Nash distribution of the most
effective mixture of strategies discovered. The intent is to apply these techniques to the “fundamental
problem of making complex predictions over very long sequences of data appears in many real world
challenges, such as weather prediction, climate modelling, language understanding and more.”136
Multi-agent artificial intelligence (AI) systems, imitation and reinforcement learning, and
adversary training in Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) compute minimax solutions for zero-sum
games and Nash equilibria for non-zero-sum games.137 Such developments have led to a growing literature
in “algorithmic game theory” addressing topics such as game playing, social choice, and mechanism
design. Recent directions in mechanism design address resistance to manipulations enabled by
anonymous internet connection.138 Designing auctions employs inverse game theory where the game is
designed around the behavior of rational participants.
Artificial intelligence is an essential aspect of commercial video games. Rather than attempting to
beat the human player, the objective for this AI is to provide virtual competition in a way that enhances a
player’s experience. To do this in a way that players do not notice, the AI must provide proper reactions
to specific stimuli. One of the most widely used techniques is call the Finite State Machine (FSM)
algorithm. The game designer anticipates all the possible situations that an AI could encounter, and then
specifies a future state as a reaction to each situation. Thus, the AI reacts to the human with preprogrammed behavior. Many successful games such as Battle Field, Call of Duty, Tomb Raider, and Super
Mario use FSM AI. In using this technique, the game designer is essentially using the game-theoretic
extensive form to program the game. This technique provides predictability. Other games, such as
Civilization where players compete to develop a city in competition with an AI doing the same thing, uses
a Monte Carlo Search Tree (MCST) algorithm that randomizes among possible responses to overcome the
repeatability aspect of FSM and make the game more enjoyable. Deep Blue used MCST to consider
possible moves and the opponent’s responses through several iterations, select the most promising, and
then repeat the process following the opponent’s move. Essentially, this approach randomizes among
possible responses when the set becomes too large to anticipate. Video game developers are cautious
when randomizing as the play of the game to avoid unexpected AI behaviors that could impair the
experience of a human player.139 A technique used in Alien: Isolation adds another level of a Director AI
whose job is to keep the game enjoyable, and an Alien AI as the virtual opponent. The Director controls
the information that the Alien has about the human player to affect the Alien’s behavior. Some games are
incorporating neural nets, GANs, and other techniques to allow the AI and the player to learn through
iterative play.
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This work transfers to the real world as games like Grand Theft Auto have been used for
instrumental purposes to provide a safe and realistic environment for testing self-driving car algorithms.140
Also, Assassin’s Creed has been used to develop scenes to help train AI algorithms, and Minecraft has
been used to conduct research into machine learning. As massive-multiplayer online role-playing video
games become a prolific source for “big data,” both video gaming and AI development will contribute to
each other.141

Summary of experimental results
Game theory provided structure for behavioral scientists to frame questions and experiments
related to the underlying assumptions. Also, experimentation using games allowed game theorists to
understand better the relevance of solution concepts and factors to consider in improving them, leading
to better applications of game theory.
“The success of game theory in supplying the language for the study of information and providing
the basic concept of strategy has led to our understanding the limitations implicit in the model of the fully
informed rational individual decision-maker. The vistas opened up by the formalization of the concepts
of player, information set, strategy space, and extensive form led us into experimental and operational
gaming, simulation and artificial intelligence.”142 Experimentation demonstrated the need to account for
individuals with limited capacity, optimizing locally in many special contexts where expertise and learning
count.
Game theory has been useful in AI to identify what decisions are “rational.” Players in
experimental games tend to use the saddle point in two-person zero-sum games where it occurs in pure
strategies, and to select a feasible distribution of proceeds in cooperative games if the core of feasible
solutions is large enough. However, game-theoretic solutions are not a good predictor of human decisions
in many two-person, non-constant-sum games.143 The absence of reliable game theoretic solutions for
rational decision and rational action in mixed motive situations (e.g. minimizing collateral or unintended
damage while pursuing a military mission) should suggest cautions when using AI in autonomous
weapons.
Another approach is to introduce behavioral considerations explicitly. “In a given population
sample one can expect that some will resort to “tacit communication” when such is called for; some will
not. In a mixed motive game, some will behave cooperatively, some competitively. In a coalition game,
coalitions will form and will persist, winnings will be divided in ascertainable ways, even though classical
game theory has very little to say specifically about such situations. Thus, we may expect to learn
something about behavior in situations of strategic conflict which is outside the scope of game theory in
the present state. Nevertheless, game theory is distinctly suggestive for interpreting and systematizing
the results.”144 When the results of gaming experiments are not adequate approximations of game
theoretic solutions the first step is to go back to game theory and extend the solution concept. Thus,
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experimentation has been used to validate hypotheses, to generate new ones, to generate new theory,
and for the employment and enjoyment of academics. Challenges such as interpersonal comparison of
utility and social choice exposed by game theory also inform limitations of artificial intelligence.
In summary:
it is almost impossible to extend the normative theory of games, because the criteria of
rationality become confused by the clash between individual and group norms and because “equilibria”
are either nonexistent or not very relevant to the players. On the contrary, an empirical (descriptive)
approach to bargaining situations (including coalition formation) seems full of promise. … All these
questions related to theory construction based on experimental evidence. It cannot be emphasized too
strongly that classical game theory is not based on experimental evidence. It represents an attempt to
build a normative theory on a foundation of strategic logic. We have also seen how such a foundation
becomes difficult if not impossible to erect without invoking specific norms of behavior. These norms are
not logical but arbitrary and can be exceedingly varied. From this point on, therefore, there can be no
single game theory but only a great variety of such theories, each based on different norms. Here the
experimental scientist should naturally take over to explore the norms actually operating in human
affairs.145
AI seeks to provide rational decision and rational action. Though game theory is inadequate,
rational decision and rational action is in the eye of the beholder absent meeting the criteria for game
theoretic solutions.

So, what to do?
Return to the origins of military science; a cycle of learning. Just as Scharnhorst instituted rigorous
study augmented by intellectual exercises such as staff rides to project how forces would be used in a
particular terrain and circumstance; followed by gaming to explore concepts against active opponents on
a map, followed by field exercises to experiment and evaluate the concepts in situations using actual
forces in a cycle of learning (figure 3), Department of Defense should employ a cycle of learning in
developing and deploying AI enabled systems. Getting prototypes from the laboratory, into operational
contexts and games employing the AI algorithms, and then into exercises and operations in the context
of learning is a scheme for rapid concept and technology development while avoiding unintended
consequences.

145

(Rapoport 1960, Pp. 224-225).
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Figure 3: Cycle of Learning

More broadly, military gamers and gaming centers will need to become more proficient in
employing electronic games similar to commercial games. Much can be learned from manual games.
However, if the U.S. military wants to lead, it will need to move beyond nineteenth century techniques
and incorporate twentieth century advances in computers and game, chaos, and complexity theories.
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